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Abstnlct
Seabirds forage in a variable environment. Theoretical investigations into
seabird foraging eook)gy and practical efforts to utilize seabirds as sampling
agents of marine dynamics have been hampered by an inactequate base of
natural histOlY data. Prior to this study, the nestling diets of AtJantic Puffins aJong
the coast of insular Newfoundland in the northwest Atlantic were assumed to be
homogeneous. Successful breeding by Atlantic Puffins in the region had been
linked to the availability of mature capelin wtlich was thought to be an essential
component of puffin nestling diet due to the paucity of Slitab6e alternative prey.
This study reports data on the diets and condition of nestlings collected at
Baccalieu, Funk and Small Islands between 1992 and 1995. BiN-loads of fresh
prey were collected from adutt Atlantic Puffins provisioning nestlings. BiN-load
size and the contribution to the diets made by mature capelin were compared
between areas and years in conjunction with nestling COndition, measured as
body mass at 8 given wing-length. Proximate organic composition analyses were
conducted on the lesser known prey items and energy densities estimated.
These data were used to test the assumptions that 1) the diets of puffin
nestlings along the coast of insular Newfoundland are homogeneous and 2) that
there are no prey of comparable quality to mature capelin availabie to breeding
puffins in the region. The data do not suppport either assumption. Diets of
nestling puffins along the northeast coast of insular Newfoundland are not
homogeneous. Rather than uniformly dominated by mature capetill, the diets of
nestling puffins on Funk and Small Islands were sometimes composed principally
of either posdarvat o-group sandlence or larval 1.group capelin. The condition of
nestlings fed on post~larvalo-group sandlance was the best observed in this
study. exceeding that of nestlings fed diets dominated by mattre capelin. 1.group
capelin had a wet energy density similar to male capelin while postlarval O-group
sandlance had a wet energy density which exceeded that of mature cape6in
during a comparable time of year.
I conclude that the diets of Atlantic Puffin nestlings in the northwest
Atlantic are more variable than previously considered, and that there are
occasions when prey of at least comperab'e energetic density to that of mature
capetin are available to adult puffins provisioning young in this region.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 General Introduction
Studies comparing the dfets of c:onspedfic seabird species at dif'fefent
colonies and at the same colony between years are useful in assessing the
envlrotlmental variation encountered by a speOes in time and space (e.g. Hams
and Hislop 1978; Schneider and Hunt 1982; Barrett et at 1987; Anker-Nilssen
and lorentsen, 1990; Baird 1990; Hatch and sanger 1992; Bertram and Kaiser
1993; Montevec:chi 1993; Monteveechi and Myers 1995; Springer et al. 1996) If
one assumes that conspecific seabirds at different colonieS in the same
oceanographic region have the same basic food requirements for survival and
rearing offspring it 'NOU1d follOw, all other things being equal, that these
conspecific seabirds would employ roughly equivaient foraging strategies. If this
assumption is valid, differences in conspecific seabird diets bet'Neen locations
and at different times would be due to variation in local menus.
The two general sources of variation in seabird nestling diet are parental
foraging behavior and foraging conditions. In addition, these two sources of
variation interact. There is evidence of changes in seabird nestting diets in
association with changes in the availability of commonly taken prey species which
demonstrates the plasticity of seabird foraging behavior (e.g. Hislop and Harris
1985, Barrett et. al. 1987, Martin 1989, Anker-Nilssen 1992, Montevecchi and
Myers 1996). seabirds are not so rigid in their behavior that in the absence Of
usual prey they refrain from Pl"ovisioning their young. Rather, they Pl"ovision them
diffefentty, oMth varying degrees of success (e.g. Anker-NiItsseo 1987, Martin
1989).
The dynamic intenIclion between foraging conditions and seabird foraging
behavior complic:ates the interpretation of seabird nestling diets with regard to the
foraging conditions they represent (see Hunt et 81. 1991 fot" an exc:eUent
discussion of seabirds as sampling agents). Because of the flexible nature of
foragng behaviol'" the potential range of such behavior within a seabird species is
unlikely to change 01"1 the temporal scaJe oMth wtltch we are interested, i.e. 00 the
scale of decades, unless there is a new selection pressure exerted within that
time frame such 8S a profound change in environmental variability. The potential
range of foraging beh8vtor under given conditions is roughly illustrated at any
given time by the variation in nestling diets among c:onspecific individuals present
within a colony.
The inherently flexible but often predicUII:lle nature of putl'in foraging
behavior illustrated by long-term studies in the northeast Atlantic (Anker·Nilssen
1987, Martin 1989) is consistent oMth assuming that the driving force behind
variation in nestling diet among years at a given colony or among ooIonies in a
given year is not diffetences in the potential foraging beh8vior of the parents but
rather diffefences in the foraging environment, the same variabfe environment in
which it 'MJU1d have been lIdvantageous to have evolved a plastic fonIging
phenotype. Changes in nestling diet variation can therefore reasonably be
assumed to reflect a combination of changes in for8ging conditions and the
interaction between fcnging conditions and perentaI foraging behavior. tt is
unlikely that they re1'Iec:t changes in parental foraging behavior alone as this is not
expec::ted to d1ange from year to year. Ditfefenoes in nestting diet among
conspecific seabirds nesting at different c:ofonies or at the same cok>ny in
different years therefore to some degree measure ditfefences in foraging
conditions. However. differences in foraging conditions are not always manifest
as differences in nestling diet. For exampte, in a year of very tow sandlance
abundance near Shetland, SCotland murre nestling diet was still dominated by
sandlanc:e because adults were able to increese their foraging energy
expenditure to (X)lTlpensate for the lower abundance of preferred prey (Monaghan
et al. 1994, 1996). Asa consequence, nestling diet did not retIect Large changes
in prey abundance.
The ability of adult seabirds provisioning chicks to adjust foraging effort
and thus maintain stability in nestling diet composition complicates the use of
nestling diet as an indicator of changes in prey availability. When changes in
nestling diet composition do occur it is therefore likely, but not necessarily the
case, that such changes have been preceded by efforts to maintain historical
nestling diet composition by inc:r-easing parental foraging effort (e.g. increasing
foraging dtstsnc:e). The abil1ty to increase the frequency with wtMch chicks are
provisK>ned is another way in which seabirds provisioning young can compensate
for changes in foraging conditions (e.g. UttIey et al. 1994 but see also Burger and
PiaU 1990). Increased feeding frequency can compensate for a Cleerease in the
dietary value of individual mealS but does not mask ch8nges in the species
composition of nestling diet
Feeding conditions that atfed the composition of seebit'd nestling diet are
a composite of the presence, abundance, relative .boodance and behav;or of
various prey types 1) within the bird's foraging range of the ooIony, 2) within the
bird's foraging depth range and 3) dUring a time period which over1ap$ with the
bird's nestling period.
Puffin COlOnies situated off the northeast coast of insular Newfoundl8nd
(Fig 1.1) are aU under the influence of the inshore branch of the labrador Current
which is a mixture of low salinity Hudson Bay water and the arctic waters of the
Baffin Island Current which then now the length of labrador and the east coast of
insular Newfoundland (Drinkwater 1996). InlerannU81 variability in foraging
conditions off insular Newfoundland is Iargefy a consequence of interannual
variation in the temperature and salinity of the ocean and its effect on somatic
growth of prey, phenOlogy of prey reproduction and behavior, distribution rd
prey availability wfthin the rMwnt foraging dtstance and depth for the seabird
species under consideration (e.g. Nakashima 1994, Carscedden el. al. 1991).
The main source of intercolony variability in foraging conditions in a given
year are dif'rerences in kx:aI biophysical ooncfitions, some of which are constllnl
such as bottom topography and some of which vary from year to year SUCh as
water temperature and S8linity.
large scale pe4agic surveys conducted off the noftheast coast of insular
Newfoundland and the coast of southern labrador since 1994 divide the region
into four broad scale zoogeographic domains: 1} the shelf waters of the Northeast
Newfoundland Shelf and the Southern labrador Shelf; 2) the Northern Grand
Bank: 3) the Southem Grand Bank: and 4) the inshore bays alOng the northeast
coast of Newfouncland (from Anderson and Dalley 1997a). Puffin colonies off the
coast of insular Newfoundland differ in their proximity to the different
zoogeographic domains identified above. Starting from the south, the WItiess
Bay seabird colonies (e.g. Gun and Great Islands where most data on Atlantic
Puffins in the northwest Atlantic have been gathered) are located inShOre of the
deep Avalon Channel and directly adjacent to the extensive and shallow Grand
Banks (e.g. Nettleship 1991, Roc:tway and Monlevecchi 1996). Baccalieu Island
is loCated inshore in llMativ~ shOal free deep water off the headland separating
Trinity and Conception Bays and near the boundary between the Grand Banks to
the south and the Northeast Newfoundland Shelf to the north. Small Island, in
the Wadham Island archipelago is located inshore in shoal waters, just south of
Notre Dame Bay with the deep Northeast Newfoundland ~f direcily offshore.
Funk Island is in shoal waters surrounded by deeper water and is direcilyoffshore
from Small Island and within the Northeast Newfoundland Shelf area. The above
descriptions are based on the broad-scale delineation of the Newfoundland
region into subareas adopted by the Pelagic Juvenile Fish Survey conducted by
the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) in each of the years
since 199-4 (Anderson and Dalley 1997a).
Cac*in in the northwest Adantic for the most part migrate inshore during
the summer months to spawn on or near beaches (Templeman 1948,
Ganscadden et at 1989). WtWe inshore, spawning capelin provide an aggregated
source of lipid rich food within foraging range of all puffins breeding off the
northeast coast of insul8r Newiot.n:Iand. Because they swim in aggregations,
spawning schools of capetin, once encountered, provide the opportunity for
seabirds to forage exdusively on one species and maturitY stage of prey and this
has generally been ObSerVed to be the case for Atlantic Puffins proviSioning
young (Brown and NettJeship 1984, Piatt 1987, Creelman and Storey 1991). The
arrival of capelin inshore to spawn varies both annually (e.g. roughly 1 month
later in the early 1990$ than during the 19805) and geographically, i.e.
progressivefy later as one moves north along the IlOrtheast coast of insular
Newfoundland (Templeman 1948, Shackell et al. 1994, Nakashima and Winters
1996, Carscadden et a'- 1997, Therriault et at 1996). The puffin nestling period
is sufficientty long 50 that direct 0Yef1ap with the availability of spawning c:apelin
while not gauranteed for the full duration of the nestling provisioning period is
bound to overtap with some portion of it (Harris and Birkhead 1985). "Nhich
portion ovenaps and for how long is of relevance to puffin nestling diet
The diets of Atlantic Puffin (Fratere:ula afCtica) nestlings have been
compared among colonies and years throughout much of the northeast Atlantic
(e.g. Corkhill 1973, Harris and Hislop 1978, Ashcroft 1979, Barrett et at. 1987,
Martin 1989. Anker-NilSsen and Lorentsen 1990) but not in the northwest Attantic
(i.e. limrted to NetUesh~ 1972, 1991, CreeIIlwll991, Redway and Montevecx:hi
1996). In a review of the importance of mature capelin to Newfoundland
sea_, en_.__ I'984l00ndud0dlhat_---foo'
the sucx:essful ftedging of Attantic Puffin chicks and that there were no suitable
alternate prey available in southeast Newfoundland waters. NetUeship (1972)
assumed further that Atlantic Puffin nestling diets at various colonies along the
northeast coast of insular Newfoundland (namely Funk, Small and Great tsIands)
were essentially the same. Absence of mature capetin in puffin nesting diets at
Great Island has been associated with breeding failure (Nettieship 1991).
Prolonged periods of breeding faikJres attributed to scarcity of energy rich prey
have been reported in northern Europe (Anker·Nituen 1992, Baird 1990) and
concern has been expressed that the breeding suoc:ess of seabirds in
Newfoundland is dir8Ctty dependent on the availability inshore of spawning
capelin (Brown and NettleShip 1984, Nettleship 1991).
Although puffins spedaliZe in feeding on small petagic fish, prey harvests
are often variable (Cor1dlilI1973. HarTis 19&4, Ba«ett. et 81. 1987, Martin 1989).
However, the menu offered puffin nestlings by provisioning adutts at the major
Newfoundland CX)Ion~appeers much less varied than in the northeast Atlantic.
In all periods sampled, capelin dominated the diet in the northwest Atlantic
(Brown and Nettleship 19&4, Bradstreet anc:l Brown 1985, Piatt 1987, Creelman
and Storey 1991, Rodway and Montevecchi 1996). The apparent consistency of
Atlantic Puffin nestling diets in the northwest Atlantic in contrast to the diversity
experienoed in the northeaSt Ad8ntic may be an artifact of the short time series of
data available tor the northwest and/or the small geographic area over which the
data wet8 cdIected. All published data for puffin nestling diet off insular
Newfoundland has been collected at either GufI Of" Great Island, both located in
dose proximity to one another off the southeast coast in Widess Bay (F9J1"8 1.1;
Piatt 1987, Creelman and Storey 1991, NetUeship 1991, Rodwayand
Montevecchi 1996).
AtJantic Puffins breed in several locations stong the east coast of the
island of insular Newfoundland (cairns et at 1989) and off the southern labrador
coast. Major breeding sites are indicated in Figure 1.1. Breeding adults anive at
their respective cokJnies in earty April at Baccalieu and Great Islands (Harris and
Bif1thead 1985) and depart in AugustlSeptember. Breeding phenology is vari8ble
and progressively later as one moves northward from Great Island. One egg is
laid in a ground burrow or less frequently in a rodt crevice and incubated for
roughly 40-45 days. After a~ period of 6-7 days, hatched nestlings are
able to thermoreg\nate and the continuous presence of the parents is no k>nger
required. Both parents provision the young with food (Creelman and Storey
1991, Corkhin 1973) which is carried crosswise in the bill and delivered to lhe
d'licks in a fresh state. Nesttings are fed by the parents until they ftedge.
Feeding occurs on the order of 2 to 8 times per day during daylight, usually for
38-41 days, with extremes to more than 70 days (Harris and Birkhead, 1985).
1.2 StudysillM;
Data on the diet .-1d condition of Adantic Puffin nesttings VlIl8fe ooIIected
from Baccalieu Island (48°09'N. s2'" 48W) M11992, 1993 and 1994, Funk Island
("90 "S'N. 53 0 11W) in 1992, 1993, 19904 and 1995. and Small Island CW8dham
Islands Figure 1.1; ..90 35'N,53° <46W) in 19904 and 1995 (see Figure 1.1 for
location of study OCJk)nies).
Baccalieu Island measures aproximatety 1 x 6 km and is located
approximately" km off shore from the northern tip of the AvalOn Peninsula on the
northeast coast of Newfoundland (see Figure 1.2 and 1.3). The puffin population
includes about 45,000 pairs and is expanding (Monteveechi 1996). The island is
surrounded by diffs and steep slopes of grass and/or talus. Baccalieo is the
largest seabird island in the l1Ol1hwest Atlantic and there is an abundance of
suitable nesting habitat for puffins. Colony expan$ion outside the more densely
occupied areas is evident from newty excavated burrows. A small fox popu&ation
has deterred guns from nesting directly on Baccalieu Island though they do nest
on nearby Puffin Island (Sk'epkovych and MonIeYecchi 1989). Beven specieS of
seabirds also breed on Baccalteu, including leach's Stotm-Petr8ts
(OcellnodfOtrlll Ieuoorhoe). murre spp. (Un. 88'Pe, U. Iomvia), Black-legged
Kittiwakes (Rissa tridttetyla) and RazorbiIls (Ab tonia; Monteveochi and Tuck
1987). Puffin burrows on Baa::8lieu fsIand are usually on steep seaward slopeS.
Tunnels often extend for distances longer than 1 m. with bou4ders and scree
incorporated into the subStratum creating nal'T'OW and winding tunnel paths. The
slope gradient aHows v«y dense boo'oMng as tunneb dO not limit the surface
area avaitable for entrances as is the case in 5eveI habitat (i.e. Funk and Small
Islands).
Funk Island meast.K8S approximatety 800 x 400 m and is situated 50 km
off the northeast coast of insular Newfoundland (Montevecchi and Tuck 1987;
Figure 1.3). The island supports a small Atlantic Puffin population of about 2000
pairs (Montevecchi unpubl. data) restricted to the one central meadow composed
of gravel and the decomposed remains of the Great Auks (Pinguinus impenni$)
that once nested and were slaughtered there (Montevecchi and Tuck 1987,
Montevecchi and Kirk 1997). The puffin nesting .. is surrounded by bare rock
on which many thousands of murres nest and gannets. several peirs of Herring
Gulls (Lallls argent.tus) and Great B*::k-b8cked Gulls (LBtlIs marinus) nest
among the puffins. Both gull species steal prey being delivered to puffin chicks,
and some Great Black·backed Gulls kill adult puffins (Russell alld Montevecchi
1996). The puffin population on Funk '$!and is limited by the small surface area
of the island into which burTOWS may be dug, the majority of the island being
exposed granite, and the IeYeI nature of the puffin habitat which limits the
potential denSity of burrows as tuMels are not deep and erosion is a prc::lbkHn. In
the shallow soil of the is&8ncI, nest c:hambers are frequently less then 1 m from the
tunnel entrance.
Smalt Island measures approximat8ty 520 x 360 m and is one of seven
islands in the Wadham Islands archi~go situated at the entrance to Hamilton
Sound 00 the northeast coast of insular Newfoundland (FtgUre 1.3). An Atlantic
Puffin poputation of some 20,000 breeding pairs occupy the ftat meadowy habitat
that 00V<lf$ roughly 20 ... "'the island (R_ and ............... 1996). The
island perimeter is the most densety burrowed area, although there is extensive
suitable habitat and expansion into the island's center is ongoing. As on Funk
Island there are nesting Great BIack·baeked Gulls. Their presence is a recent
development, and the source of retatively heavy predation 00 adult puffins
(Russell and Montevec:ctli 1996). Puffins on Small Island burrow in level ground
composed of gravel and peet in varying mixtures~ from pure peat to
almost pure gravel with some boutders. As on Funk Island, nest chamberS are
frequentty less than 1 m from the burrow entrance.
1.3 Study olljoc:ti.-
The present study will describe and compare the diets of Atlantic Puffin nestlings
from three colonies: Baccatieu (1992,1993 and 1994), Funk (1992.1995
inclusive) and Small (1994 - 1995) ISlands in the northwest Atlantic off the
northeast coast of insular Newtoundiand to test the assumptions that
1. the composition of puffin nestling diets off insu. Newfoundland is
homogeneous and
2. that there are no prey of comparable quatity to mature C8ptHin available to
breeding puffins in the region
Diet quality will be measured directly through proximate composition analyses of
prey items and indirectly through measurements of nestling body condition.
These data wtII constitute an important extension in time and space of what is •
relativefy limited set of natural history data on the nesUing dtets of Atlantic Puffins
in the northwest Atlantic.
Figure 1. 1. Mep of the northwest Mantic showing the kxation of major Ad8ntic
Puffin breeding sites atong the east coast of insular Newfoundland and off
the SOlJIhem labrador coast
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Figure 1.2 Topographic map and aerial photograph of Becxaiieu Is&end
showing the locatin of the four Atlantic Puffin sub-colonies sam~ during
1992 and 1993 inducting Woody Cove, the onfy sub-<xl6ony samP'ed in
1994 and corresponding to the lop right 8fTOW.
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Figure 1.3 Map of the northeaSt coast of insular Newfoundland showing the
k>cation of seabird breeding islands sampled for this study (Baccalieu.
Funk and Smallls!ands) and their proximity to shore.
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2.0 Compoaition 01 Atlantic Puffin neetling diets
2.1 Introduction
There is muc:tl theoretical and practical interest to how seabirds sample
their environment and to what extent an understanding of this may be used to
understand variation in seabird moftaIity rates (Harris and Bailey 1992),
reproductive socces.s (Anker·Nilssen and lorentsen 1990) and indicate changes
in the behaviour, distribution, recruitment, and/or absolute or relative abundance
of prey species (Cairns 1987, 1992, Bertram and Kaiser 1993, Montevecchi and
Myers 1995). Data on seabird diets also contribute to the estimation of natura4
mortality experienced by prey speQes (e.g. Anker-Nilssen 1992, Barrett et at
1990, Hatch and 5anger 1992, Redway and Monteveeehi 1996). Changes in
seabird diets may reftect shffts or conversely the stability of oceenographic
regimes and marine food webs (Springer et. at 1984, Monteveochi and Myers
1996). Studies using dietary information from seabirds depend on an adequate
foundation of natural history data. Serious consideration of the general foraging
ecology of Atlantic Puffins, for instance, relies on an adequate description of their
prey consumption.
For c::oIontaity breeding birds which provision dependent land-based chicks,
nestling diet may be observed without the need to saaifice or inordinate4y distU'b
animals (Rodwey and Montevec:chi 1996). The constraint on breeding birds of
having to obtain prey from within foraging range of the colOny fortuitously limits
the potential sources of prey which the researcher must conSider and facilitates
comparisons of prey harvested with prey known to be present in the area at the
time if such additional information is available.
P~ species within the foraging range of adutt Atlantic Puffins provisioning
nestlings vary in abundance, availability to predators, susceptibility to capture,
digestibility and energetic and nutrient content (Bradstreet and Brown 1985). At
any given time there is inter- and intra-specific variation in size, maturity,
reproductive status, abundance, availability and dietary value of prey (Clarke and
Prince 1980, Montevecchi and Piatt 1984, Hislop et al. 1991). Therefore, in
addition to taxonomic identification, infOrmation on prey size, maturity and
reproductive status is needed for a proper consideration of differences between
prey items.
Data on the diets of At1antic Puffin nestlings in the northeast Atlantic have
been reported more frequently than in the northwest Atlantic (order of 100
breeding seasons compared with 10), over a broader geographical area (> 10
degrees latitude compared with < 1 degree latitude) and from more varied
foraging contexts (forage fish assemblages dominated by fish species other than
capelin i.e. sandlance and herring). The diets of puffin nesttings in the northeast
Atlantic have varied considerably both within (inter and intra-annually) and
between colonies (e.g. Harris and Hislop 1978. Martin 1989). \Nhile puffin
nestling diets are often dominated by a single prey type (i.e. capelin at the
northern tip of Norway and post-ta.....a1 D-group herring further south in Norway,
Barrett et at 1987; O-group and 1-group sandlance in the Shetland Islands, Martin
1989),23 prey types at the species level alone have been reported from a single
colony (Anker-Nilssen 1987). Replacement of the usual dominant prey type by
another at a given site (in aSSOCiation with both failed and successful breeding)
has been reported (Anker-Nilssen 1992). In contrast, the diet of puffin nestlings
in the northwest Atlantic has been reported as dOminated uniformly both in space
and time by reproductively mature capelin (Brown and NettJeship 1984. Piatt
1987, Creelman and Storey 1991, Redway and Montevecchi 1996) with the
exception of one year when the replacement of capelin by juvenile gadids was
associated with breeding failure. In 1981, a year of apparent low capetin
availability in Witless Bay, Newfoundland, puffins on Great Island fed their chicks
68 % immature gadids, 16 % sandlance and only 10 % capetin versus 78 - 100 %
capelin in the six other years previously sampled (NettleShip 1991). The apparent
lack of diversity in the diet of Atlantic Puffin nestlings in the northwest Atlantic as
compared with the northeast is likely an artifact of the Short time series and small
geographical extent of sampling effort in the northwest as compared with the
northeast Atlantic. Nonetheless, a comparison of the effect of kleptoparasitism by
gulls on puffin breeding success at different colonies assumed that the diets of
nestling puffins on Funk, Small and Great Islands did not differ (Nettleship 1972).
The obteetive of this study was to test the assumption of homogeneity of
the diets of nestling Atlantic Puffins along the northeast coast of Newfoundland
by documenting the diversity of prey fed to nestlings at Baccalieu, Funk and
Small Islands between the years 1992 and 1995.
2.2 Methods
Adult puffins provisioning nestlings were intercepted and the dropped bill·
loads collected for direct measurement. Mist-nets and fine meshed giUnets
deployed vertically on poles 'Nef'e used to intercept birds in flight and were also
used to cover burrow entrances inducing some landing birds to drop bill-loads at
burrow entrances.
Bill-loads and individual prey items (unless desiccated) were weighed to
the nearest 0.1 9 with 10 9 Pesola scales (1995 only) or to the nearest 0.5 9 with
100 9 scales. In the absence of 'Neigh scales of adequate precision, the mass of
individual larval fish from biU·!oads containing numerous items of a single prey
type and length class was estimated by dividing the bill-load mass by the number
of fish in the bill-load. Crustaceans and the heads and tails of partial specimens
were counted. Most prey were identified to species level in the field and
otherwise retained for further identification on shore (Scott and SCott 1988, J.
Green, D. Methven, D. Steele and G.H. Winters, pers.comms.). Total length of
the larger whole fish specimens (snout or lower jaw tip to tip of longest tail fin
smoothed back) was measured to the nearest mm using a stopped metal ruler.
Often only the range of total length was recorded for the numerous larval fish
from a given bill-load. Squid mantle length was measured to the nearest mm.
larval and juvenile fish are distinguished from each other on the basis of
settling behaviour and/or metamorphosis to adult pigmentation and body form
Larval fish are transparent, have not metamorphosed to the adult fofm and are
found in the uwer water column (Kamler 1992). Juvenile fish may have assumed
both adult pigmentation and form and/or eXchanged pelagic life for a benthic one.
The term larval is used here to refer to fish with transparent bodies while the tenn
juvenile refers to fish which have not reached adult sizes but whose bodies are
no longer transparent The yesr class distinction common in fishery science
whereby young of the year are designated as O-group and young of the previous
spawning year as 1--group is used whenever there is reasonable confidence in
prey age. Fish possessing the complete form, size and cdoration of adults but
showing no obvious sign of &ext.IiU maturity are refemed to as immature. The
tenn post-larval is also used to refer to any or aH fish beyond the transparent
larval body phase without consideration of age.
The larger capelin (Mallotus vlIlosus) and sandlanc::e (Ammodytes spp.)
were surgically opened for examination of reproductive status. Fish containing
egg masses are referred to as gravid while those with residual eggs (i.e. one to
several eggs in an otherHise empty body cavity) are referred to as spent.
Reprodudivety mature male capelin are easily dentified by the presence of
spawning ridges (Temp6eman 1948). Reproductive maturity was inferred from the
presence of eggs or spawning ridges in the case of capelin, and from the
presence of eggs or milt in the case of sandlance.
The estimation of percent occurrence (percent of bill-toads in whfch a prey
type is present), percent frequency (numerical frequency of a prey among all
those sampled), percent mass (percent of total sampled prey mass) and percent
estimated energy (percent of total sampled estimated energy) of various prey
required the assignment of mass to those items without one. Mass of un-weighed
specimens was estimated following R0dw8y and Montevecchi (1996) by
calculating the mean mass percm length dan ofcomparate prey (Table 2.1).
The mass of thOSe prey which lacked a Hmgth measurement was estimated by
calculating the mean mass of comparabte prey for that sampling location. Small
and/or rare items for which no mass data were available from ttUs study were
assigned a minimal mass aocon:ling to criteria outlined in Table 2.2.
The energy value of prey items was estimated by multiplying the measured
or estimated mass (see above) of a prey item by an energy density value (kJ/g)
obtained from this study (see Chapter 3 and Tab&es 3.1 .3.'-) or extrapolation
from published values (see Table 2.3 fa( details). Values from this study were
estimated from proximate composition data ( dry mass energy density ( {dry
energy] ) = (% protein· 20.0 kJlg dry mass) + (% lipid· 38.0 kJ/g dry mass) .
Ricklefs and Schew 1994; 'Net mass energy density ([ 'Net energy) = «100· %
water)· (dry energy) /100). Energy density values reported in Table 2.3 from
Percy and Fife 1981 are derived from proximate composition data using the mid-
range values of proximate composition values reported by Percy and Fife as input
to the equations provided above.
The timing of sampling varied between rstands and years limiting the inter-
annual and inter-cok>ny comparisons which could reasonably be made. Data
were aggregated using a seven day 'Neek as the unit of aggregation. To facilitate
the organisation and presentation at the data nine standard weeks covering the
nestling period were defined by ca~r dete beginning on July 13.
Comparisons between years and colonies were made when there were sufficient
data for weeks of the same ordinal rank. A minimum sample size of 5 was
arbitrarily se'ected and weeks which dfd not meet this criteria were eliminated
from consideration. As puffin nestling diet is not homogeneous throughout the
breeding season (Harris and HisJop 1978, Rodway and Montevecchi 1996) data
are presented graphically such that the temporal distribution of sampling and
gaps in sampling are evident. To avoid confusion the x and y axes are consistent
for those figures likely to be compared. To facilitate consideration of differences
among colonies and years in bill-load size, mass and energy content, the 95 %
confidence intervals around the median are shown on Figures 2.5 - 2.7.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Size of prey types
Overall the size of prey items fed to nestlings ranged from 1.5·21.1 em in
length and 0.1 • 28.0 9 in mass (Table 2.4). The heaviest prey item collected
was a mate c:apetin~ the k)ngest was an ovid sandlance. 1-groop capelin
and G-group sandlance were generally similar to each other in size (range 3.0 •
9.9 and 3.5 • 9.1 em) with the notab'e exception of 1995 when G-group sandlance
were post-larval in form (i.e. metamorphosed to adult form, size range 7.2 • 12.9
em) and much targer than in other years. In 1995 post-larval o.group sandlance
had a median mass of 2.3 g compared with • median mass of 0.5 g when in the
larval form.
2.3.2 Contribution rnHe by matu... capell" to puffin needing dlet8
The sample sizes relevant to nestling diet composition and the contribution
made by mature capefin by percent occorrenoe, frequency. mass and estimated
dietary energy content are summarised in Tab'e 2.5. A graphK::a1 summary using
barplots to illustrate the proportionate contribution made by mature capello to the
nestling diet of puffins at Baccalieu. Funk and Small Islands between 1992·1995
and described be'ow is shown in Figures 2.1 - 2.4 inclusive.
Percent occurrence
On Baccalieu ISland adult capelin were usually present in the majority of
bill·loads (Figure 2.1). In 1993. the only year with full season coverage. the
proportion of bill·loads containing adult capelin increased over the first few weeks
from an initial low of 45 % to remain consistentty high for the Ianer half of the
season at between 89 and 100 %. The same pattern was apparent in 1994
although sampling ooverage was not as complete. In contrast. on Funk Island
the presexe of adult capelin in bill·loads was infrequent in all of the 4 years
sampled with a maximum occurrence of 30 % in one 'N88k of 1993 compared with
a range of 0 • 11 % otherwise. Adult capelin were only Slightly more common in
bill-loads on Small Island where they were more often present in 1994 (range: 17
·37 %) than 1995 (range: .. ·16 %).
- .....-
The numerical abund8nce of adutt capelio in samped nestling diet was
greatest on Baccalieu Island where it often exceeded 70 % compared with Funk
and Small Islands where percent frequency never exceeded 5 % and was usually
closer to zero (Figure 2.2). Numerical abundance on Baccalieu Island was
variable with a pattern of lower abundance during the earty season compared
with the lale season for the two years with extended sampling. Adult capelin
accounted for a smalter proportion of dietary items in late 1992 than in late 1993
and 1994.
Pereentma..
The contribution of adult capelin by mass was greater than by numerical
frequency and less variable (Figure 2.3). As with percent frequency, the
proportionate contribution of adult capetin by mass was greatest on Baccalieu
Island compared with Funk and Small Islands. The same pattern observed with
percent frequency of lower levels in ear1y season increasing to higher levels later
was evident in 1993 on Baccalieu Island but the differences in magnitude were
not as pronounced as with percent frequency. The contribution by mass of
mature capelin on SmaJllsland was greater in 1994 than in 1995 and during 1994
was also greater on Small than on Funk lsand (58 vs 6 % respectivety during a
comparable sampling period), but much less than on Baccalieu Island (33 vs 90
% respectively during a comparable sampling period).
Percent ntimn.d dietary energy
The contribution to estimated nestling dietary energy by adult capelin
doseIy resernbted the proportionate representation by mass described above,
both in magnitude and overall pattern (Figure 2.4).
2.3.3 Contribution rn8de by prey other thin m8tUN eapelin to nestling dillt.
A detailed summary of the prey types present in the diets of Atlantic Puffin
nestlings by percent occurrence, frequency, mass and energy is shown in
Appendices 2.1 - 2.12. In all, a minimum of 10 fish and 5 invertebrate species
were present in the puffin nestling diet. While mature capelin dominated the diet
by percent occurrence, mass and energy consistently on Baccalieu Island and by
percent mass and energy on Small l$and in week 5 of 1994, the dtet on Funk
Island in each of the years 1992 • 1994 was domrnated by 1~roup capelin by
percent frequency, mass. occurrence and energy. In 1995, post-tarval
(metamorphOSed) ()...group sandLance dOminated by percent frequency, mass,
occurrence and energy on both Small and Funk Islands. A brief description of
results organised by prey type follows.
1-group C8pelin
1-group~in were present in the nestting diet of all cok)nie$ samP'ed in
all years, but not in all weeks (Appendix 2.1). On Baccalieu in 1993 when the
entire season was sampled the presence of 1.group capelin was greatest and
most important energetically early in the season. Among the three years (1992·
199-' inclusive) sampled on Baccalieu, 1-group capelin were most common in bill-
loads and important energetically duMg 1994. Among the three colonies
sampled 1-group capelin were most c::onYT"IOn on Funk I.nd where they were
present in most bilJ..loads in most years with the notal:*! exception of 1995. They
were also important energetically except in 1995. On Small Island they were
more common and made a greater contribution to dietary energy content in 19904
than 1995 a"hough never reaching levels of oc:currence CK energetic contribution
observed on Funk Island.
Mature sandlanee (Ammodyfes .p.)
Mature sandlance wete only obseNed on Baccalieu Island where they
were infrequently fed to nestlings (Appendix 2.2). When present, however. their
energetic contribution was usually in the range of 19 - 44 'Yo. They 'M8f"e observed
from both earty season (1993) and late season (1992).
~roupsandla~ (Ammodytes sp.)
Because of the appearance of two distinctiy different size dasses of 0-
group sandlance with different morphology, the two size dasses are presented
separately and referred to as either larval or post·larval.
Larval O-group sandlance were not alwayS present, being generalty scarce
and unimportant energetically on 8ac:calieu Island (Appendix 2.3). They were
common on Funk Island in all ve-s except 1994, atthough energetic contribution
never exceeded 10 % and whMe 1992 and 1993 were similarly near this
maximum, their contribution in 1994 and 1995 was negligible. On Small Island
they were often present in biU·loads in 1994 but not in 1995.
Post-4arval Q-group sandillnce dominated nestling diet in every way, i.e.
percent oc:x:urrence, frequency, mass and energy, Ol"l both Funk and Small
Islands in 1995 (Appendix 2.4). On Small Island they were also present in 1994
but less frequent and important energetically. They were notably absent from
BaccaJieu Island and in every year sampled on Funk I~nd except 1995.
Stichaeids
AU Stichaeids present in the nestling diets lNere larval and were not
identified to species (Appendix 2.5). The two most likely species to which they
belong are Arctic Shanny Stichaeus punctatus and Radiated Shanny Ulvaria
subbifurcata (J. Green pers. com.).
Stichaeids were observed at all colonies and in all years although not all
~s sampled. They were somewhat common in the eal1y season on Baccalieu
and generany absent there later on except tor 1992. Energetic contribution on
Baccaheu never exceeded 3 %. Stichaeids were more common in bil140ads on
both Funk and Small Islands where energetic contribution ranged from a high of 7
to < 1 %. On Funk Island they were more common and contributed more
energetically in 1992 and 1994 than in the other two years. On Snlallisland they
were more common and contributed more energetically in 1994 than 1995.
Cottids
Cottids W'ef'8 present in the nestling diets at each of the three c:oblies
although not in all 'Ne8J(s sampled, particularly on Baocalieu Island where they
were absent or scarce in August-September sam~ and most common in lale
July (Appendix 2.6). They were more common on Bac::caIieu in 1994 than 1993
and rather than the usual < 1 % contribution to dietary energy the CXlf'ltribution in
early 1994 reached 11 %. Cottids VlI'8re always present in periods sampled on
Funk Island and usually on Small Island. Energetic contribution at both colonies
was usually negligible with the exception of 1992 on Funk Island.
Herring
Herring were generally absent from nestliog diets with the notable
exception of Small Island in 1994 when ~roup Herring in weeks 5 and 6
respectively contributed 13 and 7 % by frequency, 13 and 12 'Yo by mass,
occurred in 32 and 50 % of bill·loads and contributed 10 % of the estimated
dietary energy delivered to nestlings (Appendix 2.7).
White Hake
White Hake were recorded at each of the ook:lnies but not in all years
(AppendiX 2.8). They were generally absent or very scarce and made negligible
energetic contributions. White Hake occurred most commonly in bill-foads on
Funk Island in 1993. They were recorded from both the early and late season on
Ba<xalieu l548nd.
Agonidae
Agonidae wete eitt1er- abSent or scarce in sampled nestling diet (Appendix
2.9). They occurred most oommonly (22 %) in the early season of 1994 on
Baccalieu Island. On Funk Island they were most common in 1992 (11 'Yo) and
were absent there in 1995. They 'N'8l'e not recorded from Small Island and at no
lime did their energetic contribution anywhe«t exceed 1 %.
li".ris .p.
Liparis sp. were scarce everfNhefe with the exception of 1992 on Funk
Island when they occurred in 23 % of bill40ads (Appendix 2.10). They were
notably absent from Funk Island in 1994 and 1995 and were never observed on
Small Island. They appeared more often in the early season than at any other
lime on 8accaIteu. Nowhere did they ever contribute more than 1 % of dietary
ene<gy.
Squid
Squid rarely occurred on Baccalieu and Small Islands, atthough in the late
seasons of 1992 and 1993 on Baccalieu their energetic contribution reached 5·9
% (Appendix 2.11). On Funk tsland they were most common in bil~1oads in 1992
(23 %) contributing 18 % of dietary energy at that time. In 1994 their energy
contribution was also not negligible at 11 % while in the othef" years sampled on
Funk Island they were less important, particular1y in 1995.
Crustaceans
Although crustaceans were obsetved at each of the colonies in each of the
years sampled except for 1995, they were often absent (Appendix 2_12). On
Baccalieu crustaceans W'eI'e most common in the earty season. On Funk Island
they were less common in 1994 than in the previous 2 years. They were equally
as scarce on SmaII"nd in 1994 as on Funk Island and at no time or P'ace did
they contribute > 1 % of the dietary energy.
Miscellaneous
The baIanoe of collected nestling cfiet was made up of rarely occurring prey
items which induded unidentified juvenile gadids, Nereis sp., larval
Pleuronectidae and another unidentified larval fish.
2.3.4 Size, man .nd energy content of bllMCMlds delivered to puffin
nestlings
The enumeratiorl of bill-load contents and measurement of bilMoad mass
were not collected from every sample (see methods) and thus the sample size for
bitl·1oad size ts often greater than the sample size for bilJ.load mass. A summary
of the sample sizes, masses, numbers of prey items and estimated energy
content ot bill·1oads intercepted from adult puffins provisioning nestlings is shown
in Tables 2.6 - 2.8. A graphical summary of the same data using boxplots to
display the range and distribution of data values and showing the 95 %
confidenCe intervals around the median is shown in Figures 2.5·2.7.
2.3.4.1 Number of individual prey ...... in bill-loMls collec1lld from Atlantic
Puffin nntlings
The number of prey items in bil.toeds ooIIected rrom Atlantic Puffin
nestlings was Quite variable (range: 1 - 50; see Table 2.6 and Figure 2.5 for
details). BiII·loads were smallest on Baccalieu Island and generally much larger
on Funk and Small Islands. On Baccalieu during the 2 seasons with both early
and late sampling coverage (1993 and 1994) bill-bad$ were dramatically larger at
the beginning of the nestling period than there after. As well, bitl-loeds in early
1994 oontained more prey items than in earty 1993. On Funk IsJand bill-6oads
-were largest and most variable in 1992 and 1993, less so in 1994 and contained
the fewest prey with the least variation in 1995. While the 95 % confidence
intervals around median bill-load size on Funk Island during 1992 * 1994
O1I'ef1apped with each other, those for 1995 did not overtap with the others. On
Small Island in 1994 biM-1oac:ts contained more prey during week 6 than in 1995
and o,vere more variab6e in week 5 than in 1995.
During sampling periods when data are available from more than one site,
there are some dear diffec'ences, for exampAe, during 'Neeks 4 and 5 of 1993 bill*
Ioeds on Funk Istand were dramaticaly larger and more variable than those on
Baccalieu lsiand. During week 6 of 1994 bill-loads on Small ISland were also
larger and more variabJe than on Baccalieu Island. A week before, when
comparison is possible between Small and Funk 's1ands. bill-k)ads on Funk Island
are larger than on Small Island. A year latet'", in 1995, during the same time
period bill-load size was notably reduced and the Funk and Small Island bil~s
contain similar numbers of prey.
2.3.4.2 Mne (g) of bill-loads collected from Atlllntie Puffins provisioning
nestlings
The magnitude of variation in bill·1oad mass was generally greater and
mol"e consistent than that of bill-load size {see Table 2.7 and Figure 2.6 for
details). Overa. bilJ.Jo8d mass had a range of 0.5 • 33.5 g. On Bac:calteu Island
during 1993 and 1994, there was a reciprocal relationship between bill-load mass
and size. Early season bil40ads weighed less than during the balance of the
season in 1993. Bill·108d mass was less yariab5e' in the latter part of 1992 than in
the same period during 1993 and 1994.
Funk Island bill-loads were generally somewhat heavier in 1995 but the 95
% confidence limits around the median bin40ad mass among the four years
sampled on Funk Island all overtapped. The smallest median bilf-klad mass on
Funk Island was 7.6 9 in 1994 while the largest median was 11.0 9 during 1995.
Bill-loads were heavier on Small Island in 1995 than in 1994.
8et'Neen colony ditrerences in bill-lo8d mass are much less pronounced
than was the case for bilJ-ioad siZe. In 1993 during a comparable time period
(weelo:;s 4 and 5) Funk Island bil1-bads 'N8f8 generally lighter and less variable
than on Baccalieu Island but 95 % confidence limits around the medians still had
some overlap. In 1994 during comparabM! weeks the median bill-load mass was
roughly similar between colonies. In 1995 during a comparable 'Neek median bill-
load mass on Small Island tended to exteed that of Funk Island.
2.3.4.3 Estimated energy content (kJ) of bill-lc.ds collected from At..ntic
Puffin nestlings
Estimated energy content of bin-loads coIleded from Atlantic Puffin
nestlings ranged from a lOw of 0.5 kJ to a high of 189 kJ. Estimated energy
content of bill-loads followed much the same pattern as that of bill-load mass (see
"
Table 2.8 and Figure 2.7 for details). The same intra-~pattem of lower
values earty in the nestling season compared with later. observed for bin-load
mass on Bacx:alieu Island in 1993, is abo apparent for energy content. Bill..toads
on Baccalieu Istand from comparable weeks between years contained the least
energy in 1994, as did those on Funk and Sma" lsiands. Bill-4oads on both Funk
and Sman Islands had highest energy contents in 1995. On Funk Island, 1995
bill40ad energy contents were also more variable than in previous yeaf$.
Median values of bill-lOad energy content range from a low of 20.7 kJ on
Funk Island in 1994 to a high of &4.7 kJ on Small Island in 1995. Bill-loads on
Funk Island in 1993 contained less energy than those on Baccalieu Island during
the same time period. Bill-bads on Funk Island in 1994 contatned less energy
than those on Small Island, while those on Small Island tended to contain less
than those on Baccalieu Island, although the difference between Small and
Baccalieu Islands (medians: 33.04 vs 39.0 kJ) was not as great as the difference
between Small and Funk lsiands (medians: 33.7 vs 20.7 kJ).
2.3...... The relationship between bill-kMld size. mae••nd .""rgy content
The relationships between bill-load mass and size. bill·load mass and
energy content and bin-load size and energy content are illustrated for a
comparable sampling period (week 5 of nestling season) for Baocalieu Island
1993, Funk Island 1992 - 1995 and Small 1s18nd 1994 - 1995 in Fjgures 2.8 •
2.10.
There is~ variation In the rMitionship between bill-load mass (g)
and bill-load size (number of prey items per bill·load) among colonies and years
during a comparable time period (e.g. weeK 5 of the nestling season in 1993,
Figure 2.8). On Baocalieu in 1993 the heaviest bill-toads were atso the largest.
However, the extremely small variation in bill-load size suggests something else
is responsible for increasing bill~load masses, i.e. size of individual fish. On Funk
Island, the relationship between bill-bad mass and size is dit'refent tot" each of the
four years sampled ranging from non-existent in 1994 through l0oseiy positive
with a lot of variation in 1992, to a IOW'siope tight positive association in 1995 and
a steep slope positive association in 1993 with variation intermediate between the
extremes of 1992 and 1995. On Small Island, the relationship between bill-load
mass and size also differs distinc:tty bet'Neen 1~ and 1995. In 1~, there are
two groups of points, one a loose duster resembling Funk Island in 1992 and the
other a flat string of points resembling Baccalieu in 1993. These two panems
represent bill-lOads containing multiple and variable prey items in the first
instance and biU40ads CDl"ltaining varying numbers of a single dominant prey
(adult capelin) in the second. The pattern on Small Island in 1995 is different
again and resembles Funk Island in 1995. Both instances depict bill-loads
containing variable numbers of a single dominant large prey type (post-larval 0-
group sandlance).
The retationship between bill-lo8c:l mass and estimated energy content is
strongly positive and generally tight with minimal variation (Figure 2.9). Funk
"
Island in 1992 was notabfy more 't8riab'e than the other years and colonies
examined during the same sampling period.
The number of prey items in a bin..Joad had a varying effect on energy
content (Figure 2.10). On Funk Island the relationShip was similarly positive and
variable in 1992 and 1993, ambiguous in 1994 and steeply positive in 1995.
Small Island in 1995 resembled Funk Island in the same year. Baccalieu Island
had a distinct pattern due to the lack of variation in bill-4oad size and Small Istind
1994 contained two patterns including one similar to Baccalieu Island and the
other resembting Funk Island in 1992 and 1993.
2.5 Discus.ion
Sampling of bilt-4oads from adults provisioning nestltngs relied on retrieval
of a dropped sample from the gl'OUnd. Direct examination of retrieved prey items
is possible but recovery of 100 % of the bin-load is not assured (Rodway and
Montevecc:hi 1996). The smafler transparent prey items are more likely to be
over-looked among the ground cover than larger or fleshier prey. Consequently.
numbers of larval fish and crustaceans are underestimated with theSe methods
(ROdway and Monteveechi 1996). These data therefore represent minimal
estimates of the pen::ent occurrence and numerical frequency of the smaller prey
items and especially the transparent larval forms_ Even so, the number of theSe
prey types present in neslting diets was far greater than expected. The
estimation of contribution by mass of these prey is not strongly biased by the
tendency to underestimate numerical abundance as the mass contrtbution per
unit fish is very small. Therefiol'e. wtI~ reported pen::ent frequency and
occurrence for small prey shookS be treated as minimal estimates the percent
contribution by mass and energy of these same prey are more robust to the
sampling bias identified above.
Considef'8tion of diffet'ences among CQk)nies and years W8S based on
comparing weeks of the same ordinal rank. i.e. comparisons were among similar
calendar periods. Nestling age of Atlantic Puffin nestlings may affect meal size.
i.e. the youngest chicks may be unable to ingest the larger prey consumed when
older and may be fed smalter prey by the provisioning adult (Bradstreet and
Brown 1985). Comparing diets of nestlings among colonies for the same calendar
period is potentiaUy confounded by dif'rerenc:es among cok)nies in breeding
phenok>gy. If the question being addf"essed is limited to consideration of the
differences in foraging conciitions among colonies at a particular time then this is
not a problem unless confounded by the tendency of adults to feed the smalleSt
chicks smaller prey. The timing of puffin breeding on Funk and Small Islands was
roughly a woeek later than on Baccalieu Island during the years of this study
(Russell and Montevecchi unpubl. data). The puffin breeding season on Funk
and Small Island in the periods sampled by this study was further advanced than
that which would present a concern for the interpretation of nestling diet
comparison with Baccalieu Island. Therefore. the difference in puffin breeding
phenology among the study ook>nies is insufficient to explain the observed
differences in nestling diet and I infer that the abundance in neslling diet on Funk
Island during 1992 - 1994 of small prey items is a reflection of foraging conditions
and not confounded by nestling age.
The composition of Atlantic Puffin nestting diets at Bac:calteu, Funk and
Small Islands (1992 - 1995) were not homogeneous. Mature capetin dominated
nestling diets in all years on Baccalieo and SmaU Island in 199>4 but otherwise
were~ as the primary diet constituent by larval 1-group capelin (Funk
Island: 1992-19904) or post4arval G-group sandlance (Funk and Small Islands
1995) Contributions to estimated nestling dietary energy of 10 % or more were
occasionally made by a number of prey types other than mature ca~n. In
addition to the principal exceptions mentioned above, the following made lesser
but noteworthy contributions to puffin nestling diet in the northwest Atlantic during
1992 - 1995: 1) adult sandlance on Baccalieu Island, 2) O-group larval sandlance
on Funk and Small Islands, 3) cottidae on Bac:calieu and Funk Islands. 4) Q-group
Herring on BaccaIieu and Sman Islands and 5) squid on Funk Island.
Invertebrates were uncommon prey items but much more frequent than recorded
in the northeast Atlantic. In 27 colony years in Great Britain, Harris and Hislop
(1978) observed only 1 load containing squid and one crustacean. In contrast.
although infrequent, crustac8ans were recorded from all locations and years in
this study and squid made up 11 % by mass of the nestling diet on Funk Island in
1992.
The smale miscellaneous prey which are most common in the early
seasons at Baccalieu Island and in each year sampled on Funk Island are
available throughout the nestling season and in the absence of adult capelin
could constitute the principal ingredients of nestling diet as indeed they dO on
Funk ISland during the sampled period 1992 • 19904. Some of theSe prey
although abundant contribute very litt~ 10 dietary energy cootent e.g. stichaeids.
The energy content of bill-loads composed of misceHaneous and numerous prey
was less than that containing fewer larger items. The bil~s delivering the
mosl energy were either from Baccalieu where adult cape/in dominated or from
1995 on Small and Funk Islands when large bill-loads of large post-larval O..group
sandlance were the norm. There was a tour·foId increase in bitl-4oad energy
content between the poorest loads of 1994 on Funk Island and the richest loads
of 1995. The poorest year at all three colonies with respect 10 the energy
content of bill-k)ads was 1994.
Energy content of biR-bads is highly associated with bill-load mass but not
necessarily with bili-load size. Depending on prey type the number of items in
bill-loads has a lesser or greater innuenc:e on bill-load energy content. In the
case of bill-loads dominated by a single large prey type, each addibonal prey item
added to 8 biil~ increases the energy content by a large factor. The size of
this incremental factor limits the maximum number of prey per bill-load to much
less than if the prey type was a small one. In the case of bill-klads dominated by
a variety of small prey, each additional prey item does not increase the energy
content of the bill-load by very much. The less energeticaIty rewarding the prey
and the more consistent this is for all prey collected, the less pronounced will be
the unavoidable association beI'Neen number of prey in a bill·1oad and energy
content. This limits the potential of single bill·!oads based on harvesting small
prey to compete with the energetic potential d single biII--Ioads based on large
prey. The slope of the relationship between number of prey per bitl-bld and bill·
toad ~nergy content could be consM:lered anak)gous to a measure of foraging
efficiency if one assumes the same energy requirement for each additional prey
regardless of identity. If all prey typeS are equally available for the same
investment of foraging energy then bill·loads composed of larger prey items are
more efficient than those composed of small prey. Therefofe, when a complete
range of acceptable prey types are kxally available, on the basis of bin..toad
efficiency one ¥I'OU1d predict the provtsioning of chicks with the larger prey.
However, if one has to fly considerably further to obtain the larger prey than the
smaller prey then it may become more efficient to provision the young with
smaller prey of lower energy content. This may have been the case on Funk
Island during 1992·1994.
The limitation on efficiency at the scate of the bill-bad mentioned above
may be compensated for at the scale of daily nestling dietary intake by an
increase in provisioning frequency. This study does not report on the frequency
with wnich nestlings were provisioned. While feeding frequency information is
necessary for the estimation of total nestling dtetary intake it rs not required to
describe the oompositton of nestling diet which has been the emphasis here.
The most obvious explanation for the paucity of mature capelin in the diets
of Funk Istand nestlings during the period sampled (~mjted to fir$t half of August
in each year) is that at that time of year the migration of reproductivefy mature
capelin inshore to spawn, has placed them outside of some threshold foraging
distance tot puffins on Funk Island. Funk lsland is roughly 50 km offshore. The
migration of capelin inshore to spawn either passes Funk Island ear1ier in the
season than the period sampMtd in this study in which case adurt capelin may
have contributed to the nestling diet during the period preceding that sampled by
this study, or capelin m;grate from distant areas south of Funk Island and then
along shore to reach progressively more norther1y areas inshore from Funk
Island. Depending on capeMn migration routes, puffins on Funk Island may or
may not be aware of the presence inshore of spawning capelin. There is no
evidence from this study from which to infer whether or not puffins at Funk Island
prior to our visit had more immediate access to migrating capeNn. Murres on
Funk Island during the periods sampled 'Nefe observed returning from inshore
with mature capelin for their nestlings (Russell and Montevecchi pers. obs.). In
1994, this behavior of murres in conjunction with data on the puffin nestling diet
on Small Istand confirm that mature capelin were available inshore from Funk
Island.
While 50 km is within the maximal foraging range obSerVed for Atl8ntic
Puffins, puffins from Funk Island were not ftying inshore to forage for their
assumed preferred prey. This raises questions concerning how Atlantic Puffins
sample their foraging space and under what conditions this space is extended 01'
compressed (Anker·Nussen and lorentsen 1990).
The ubiquity of post-larval s.andtance in both an inshore and an offshore
diet in 1995 (i.e. Small and Funk Islands) also raises questions concerning the
conditions under Vil'hich capeIin 'NOU1d be preferentielty fed to puffin nestlings.
Capelin spawning exxurred along the northeast coast of insular Newfoundland in
each of the years 1992 - 1995 (Anderson and Dalley 1997b) and so it is likely that
capelin were available to foraging puffins on Small Island in 1995. and if so. their
displaCement in the puffin nestling diet by sandlance suggests that at those
locations in 1995 post·larval sandlance were either more likely to be encountered
than mature capelin. were selected in preference to mature capelin. 01' both.
Independent information on prey avai18bility
On Great Island, Witless Bay during 1992 - 1994, adult capelin dominated
the nestling diet of Atlantic Puffins by proportionate mass at all times except very
early in 1994, when larval capelin and sandlance were the principal prey (Rodway
and Montevecchi 1996). Larval capelin and sandlance were numerically
abundant in the nestling diet on Great ISland in each of the years 1992 • 1994.
Crustaceans and cotlids 'Nef'e most common in 1994. Aodutl sandlance were
present in each year and most common in 1993. As on Baccalieu Island,
miscellaneous and smaller prey items were displaced by adutl capelin as the
nestling season progressed (Rodway and Monte'l8OChi 1996). Foraging
conditions at Great Island appear similar to those at B8ccalieu'lsland during the
OVerlapping years and are consistent with the assumption that Atlantic Puffin
nestling diet in the northwest Atlantic with the exoeption of the eartiest part of the
season is dominated by adult capetln. The nestling diets at Funk and Small
Islands in whtch prey other than adult capello dominated dUring the middle of the
nestling period indicate that foraging conditions al the main puffin colonies off the
northeast coast of insular Newfoundland are not homogeneous. The continued
importance of capelin on Great Island during years when their importance
elsewhere is questioned parallels the findings of DFO's juvenile fish survey for
the 19905, namety that the northwest AUantic petagic environment off the coast of
insular Ne'oNfoundland is subject to some broadsc3e dif'Jerenc:es between the
inshore and the two principkt Shelf regklns, i.e. the broad and deep northeast
shelf and the massive and shallow Grand Banks (Anderson and Dalley 1997a).
Various indices of adult c:apefin biomass and spawning phenology are
availa~ from several annual surveys conducted by OFO (Winters 1995). In
recent )'ears a multiplicative approach has been taken which incorporates
multiple indices in the fotmation of an objective standardised time series (Winters
1995). The standardised estimates of annual capelin biomass since 1980
indicate 1981 as the lowest estimate in the time series, followed by a fairly
consistent increasing trend up to 1989 after which estimates declined during 1990
- 1992 before increasing again (Nakashima and Winters 1997). tt is noteworthy
that 1981, the loweSt estimate in the time series, is the only year for which puffin
breeding is reported to have fai4ed due to poor nestling diet (Nettteship 1991).
In the oontext of a lime series beginning in 1980, the ye8I$ 1992 • 1995
during which the nestling diet data reported here were collected. represent a
period of generally greater capein biomass than in the earty 1980s. Within 1992
• 1995, the standardised biomass estimate was lowest in 1992 and those during
1993 - 1994 were roughly similar (Nakashima and Winters 1997). In a time series
beginning in 1978, the timing of peak capenn spawning was about one month
laler in the earty 19905 than during previous years (Carscadden et aI. 1997).
later spawning was linked to cold spring ocean conditions and slowed somatic
growth in capelin, smaller fish spawning later (Carscadden et at 1997). However,
capelin did spawn along the northeast coast of insular Newfoundland in each of
the years 1992·1995 (Anderson and Dalley 1991b).
The spawning periods of 1994 and 1995 were similar (Nakashima and
Winters 1996). Deposition of eggs on capelin spawning beaches sampled by
OFO was similar in 1992 and 1995 being intermediate between the highest
estimate in 1993 and the loweSt in 1!*M when no eggs were present al Cape
Freels in the vicinity of Small Is!and (Nakashima and W..,t8r$ 1995, 1996). The
absence in some cases and relative shortness in others of the beach spawning
period in 1994 is suggestive of a greater degree of offshore spawning in that year
(Anon. 1995). A relative de<:tease and in some areas the absence of beach
spawning behavior by C8pelin may reduce their availability as prey 10 puffins.
Beach spawning is preceded by the aggregation of capelin in shallow near shore
waters where they are well within the diving depth range of puffins. Off beach
spawning may not indude the aggregation of capetin in comparabkt depths to the
same extent as on beach spawning. This may explain the delivery to puffin
nestlings in 1994 of the least energy rich bill-klad$ in the years 1992 - 1995.
Since the biomass of capetin in 1994 is not low relative to the time senes, this
may represent an examP'e of the importance of distinguishing between prey
abundance and avatlabilfty (Montevecc:hi and Berutti 1992).
A large biomass of prey does not guarantee their availability to foraging
puffins. Particularly for prey that aggregate nearshore in summer as capelin do,
one would expect their availability to foraging puffins to be relatively independent
of population biomass. It may be that the degree to which capelin engage in off
beach spawning is of equal if not more importance 10 puffins than how many
there are.
Since 1994, DFO has conducted an annual SUtVey for pelagic juvenile fish
off the northeast coast of insular Newfoundland and southern labrador
(Anderson and DaNey 1997a,b). The IGVPT trawl used in this survey sampkts
the same part of the water column in which puffins forage, i.e. 20 • 60 m depth
(Pian and Nettteship 1985, Borger and Simpson 1986, Ander.KJn and Daney
1997) and therefore provides a reasonable depictton of what Atlantic Puffins
would encounter if foraging in the area samp6ed by the trawt during late August •
early September. That is, assuming no important difference betvteen foraging
conditions at 20 • 60 m depth and 0 • 20 m depth where puffins may spend a
significant portion of their time foraging (Pian and Nenleship 1985, Burger and
Simpson 1986). From 1991 • 1993, OFO also oonec:ted data on juveni~ fish
abundance but using a different protocol than in subsequent years (Anderson and
Dalley 1995). k. the surrounding nekton is dominated by 1~roup cape4in and
arctic ood (Anderson and Dalley 1997a) the targe contribution of l-group capelin
to the diets of nestlings on Funk Island and efsewhere when mature capetin were
not abundant in the diets is not surprising. However. it is worth noting the
apparent absence of arctic cod (other than as potential members of the
unidentified gadids coUeeted) in the nestling diets in contrast to their abundance
in the surrounding waters (Ander$on and Dalley 1997a). Given the high
occurrence of vanous prey in nestling diet which are not as common in the nekton
as arctic cod. i.e. cottids. stichaeids, Liparis sp., it would seem that puffins may
be selecting against arctic COd. and/or that the eatc:hability of arctic cod for puffins
is less than the other prey. Arctic cod are also scarce in common murre nestling
diets 1990 - 1998 (Monteveechi unpubl. data).
The offshore Northeast Shelf area has been noted during the earty 19905
for an abundance of juvenie fish and squid, and Funk Island is ideaNy situated to
forage in those waters (Anderson and Dalley 1997a,b). While the energetic
content of bill-k>eds made of juveni~ fish and squid is Ic:wrier than those made of
larger fish, the fact that Funk Island is surrounded by waters lich in miscellaneous
nekton may mean that the relative ease with which meats can be coUected makes
up for their individual energetic inferiority. This stUdy does not report on the
frequency with which nestling were fed. Bill-lOad energy content alone is
insufficient to infer dietary quality. The freshness and in some instances
presence of life in the miscellaneous small prey delivered to nestlings on Funk
Island 1992·1994 howrever suggest that they 'tll'8te collected in close proximity to
the colony. If such bill·1oads were readily available close to the COlony, parental
feeding frequency could presumably easily be increased to make up for a
relatively lower energetic content of indiv;dual bill·loads
The inshore area as defined by OFO's juveni~ fish survey was noted tor
its importance as a spawning area and with regard to herring, Notre Dame Bay
(just north of Small Island) is perticulafty important (Anderson and Daley 1997a).
The importance of ()...group Herring in nestfing diet on Small Istand in 1994
indtcates that puffins there are able to benefit from their proximity to a herring
spawning area.
Differences in puffin nestling diets at colonies off the northeast coast of
insular Newfoundland reflect differences between the main zoogeographical
zones identified by OFO's annual juvenile fish survey. Puffins at 8accalieu Island
and in Wrtless Bay forage inshore and on the Grand Banks and may. at least in
the years in oommon between this study and the juvenile fish survey, be more
sensitive to changing availabitity of spawning C8petin than Small and Funk Islands
10 the north. Sman Island has access to inshore spawning hening in addition to
capelin and the greater J)(oduetivity of the Northeast Shelf. Funk Island is
surrounded by the richer waters of the northeaSt shelf and could also presumably
access Ihe inshore. In addition, at least on Small and Funk Islands and possibly
to the south as well (there went no 1995 data on nestling diet from BaccaIieu and
Great Islands), there are years in which oceanographic conditions favour the
production of metamorphosed O..group sandlance such that may benefit puffins
provisioning young.
In the northeast Atlantic, puffins on Hermanes.s and in northern Nofway
suffered breeding failures during several years when the mean load mass
delivered to nestlings dropped be60w 5 g. In both locations the decrease in load
mass was associated with an increase in the number of prey items per load and a
decrease in the size of dominant prey taken (Anker·Nilssen 1987, Martin 1989).
Bil~loads delivered to nestlings on Funk Island in 1992 • 1994, Small Istand in
1994, exhibited the same general panem of decreasing bill.Joad mass with
increasing number of bill·1oad contents and size of prey items but the median bill·
load mass did not drop below 5 9 (median bill-load mass ranged from 8.3· 11.9
g) and there was no evidence of breeding failure (Chapter 4). The only time
during this study when median bill·1oad mass fell beJow 5 9 was in earty 1994 on
Baccalieu Island when it was 4.5 g. The ability to maintain bilf..lo8d mass white
foraging for multiple tiny prey from Funk Island may be an indication of the ease
with which these prey are captured there compared with Baccalieu Island.
Summary
Differences among the diets of nestling Atlantic: Puffins on Bacx:alieu. Funk
and Small Islands renect inter-annual differences in availability of prey as well as
differences in the aVailability of prey due to ditrerences in colony location.
Differences 'lW8fe. evident between locations in the same year (eg. 8ac::caIieu
Island and Funk Island in 1993) and also between years in the same location (eg
1995 compared with 1992 - 1994 on Funk Island). With regard 10 location,
differences may be associated with latitude (Funk and Small Islands to the north
versus Baccalieu Island to the south) and/or prolOmity to shore (Baccalieu and
Small Islands as inshore versus Funk Island as offshore) as these relate to
proximity to the major zoogeographic zones delineated by reoenI large scale
pe{agic jU\f8l'lile fish surveys (Anderson and Dalley 1997a). The availability
inshore of spawning capelin may over-ride SUCh broadscale diffetences for the
colonies near shore except in years when changes in capelin breeding
phenology, vertical distribution or degree of onbeach spawning limit their
availability to puffins provisioning nestlings. Funk Island may be interesting as an
example of how well puffins breeding off the coast of insular Newfoundland may
provision nestlings independent of significant dietary contributions from adult
capelin. However, Funk Island may also be better situated to harvest the
relatively richer nekton population of the Northeast Shelf waters. That is,
assuming that the differences in nekton biomass between the Grand Banks and
the Northeast Shelf observed for the early 19905 hokts for other years.
With regard to interannual variation, the domination by Q-group sandlance
of puffin nestling diet at both Funk and Small ISland in 1995 illustrates the
potential in this region for sandlance to successfully displace adult capelin as an
efficient source of dietary energy fc'x puffins provisioning nestlings. The
"
coherence between all three colonies inc:ticating 1994 as a season of reduced
foraging efficiency indicates the influence of some broad scale source of variation
which over-rides lOcal differences to some degree, e.g. oceanographic thermal
phenology (e.g. Drinkwater et at 1994).
The data presented do not support the previol..Isay held assumption of
hOmogeneity of Atlantic Puffin nestling diets akxlg the northeast coast of insular
Newfoundtand (Nettleship 1972, Brown and Nettleship 1984, NetUeship 1991).
While the diets of puffin nestlings on Baccalieu Island were dominated by mature
capelin the diets of nestlings on Small and Funk Islands were more variable and
composed of a more diverse suite of prey items. This finding is important for the
interpretation of other ecdogtcal data which are potentially confounded by
differences in the diets of puffin nestlings at these colonies (i.e. Nettleship's
(1972) comparison of the effects of kJeptoparasitic behaviour by gulls toward
puffins rested on the assumption that nestfing diets among Funk, Sl'na'i and Great
Islands did not differ). In addition, these data suggest differences in the foraging
regimes experienced by Atlantic Puffins breeding at the major puffin colonies
which parallel differences between majOr ~ic regimes delineated by recent
broadscale pelagic surveys along the northeast coast of insuiar Newfoundland
and southern labrador (Anderson and Dalley 1997a).
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Table 2.4. The mectiwI~~ of mass and total lengths oflhll main prey types
collected from Atlantic Puffins proviSiOning nestlings on Baccalieu. Funk
and Smalllslrds/:letll4en 1992 and 1995~.
"'ey ....... ..... Length
N -... Range N -~ RangeCol C=l
capelin
''''''''''
952 O.S 0.1-3.2 613 65 3.0-9.9
itmIatuteor
--
J68 7.3 2.0-21.0 389 13.8 9.2-21.0
..... ma..
"
21.0 13.5-28.0 '2 16.3 15.3-18.3
.""' .. 120 4.5-25.0 .. 14.6 12.2-17.5
Sandlance O-group:
larval 'SO 05 0.1-1.5 '5' 66 3.5-9.1
posl-larval 252 23 0.7-4.0 617 10.6 7.2-12.9
adult male 5 '4.0 6.0-14.5 S 17.8 14.7 -18.0
ovid '2 11.8 9.5-18.0 '2 17.5 15.7-21.'
Herring Q.g...."
posl-Wval 33 0.5-2.0 5.7 4.5-6.6
vvtlileHake post-larval 24 0.3-4.8 ,. 4.S 3.0-9.1
StiChaeidae """01 67 0.2 0.1-1.0 295 3.4 2.2-7.8
(}paris sp """01 25 2.5-4.4
Cottidae post-l¥val ,. 0.4 0.1 -1.1 ,,. 3.3 2.1 -4.9
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Table 2.5 ProportionalI~dmeturltcapelininbiM~coIlededfromAtl.-.tic
Puffins provilioning neslling$ on 8«ealieu. Funk and Sm.l1
Islands~ 1992 and 1995.
Mature capefin
....... Propon;on(%)
-
.........
~- c.Jendardoalel N '-
..... """"'"""" ......
Bacc.lieolsland
'99' , 2315-242 Aug 23-28
"
,.
"
..
"
·
243-249 Aug29·Secl5
" "
..
"
..
·
250_256 ~15-8
"
,. ..
" "
201-201 Jul19-215
'" "
59 .. ,.
2Ol!I-214 ..Iul21-31 ..
"
00 ..
"215·221 Aug4-8
" "
.. .. go
222·228 Aug10·12
" " "
.. ..
229-235 Aug 19-23
"
'00 '00 '00 '00
236-242 AUQ24-28
" " "
.. ..
243-249 Aug 30- sepG
" "
go 93
"
2Ol!I·214 Jul28-2Sl
" " " " "229-235 Aug22·23
"
59 go
"
go
236-242 Aug 24-25
" "
..
'00 ..
'99' , 222-228 Aug8- 10
215·221 A"9 1 - 8 ..
'"
30
"222-228 Aug 10_11 n . , ,
AUQ12-115
215-221 Aug6-8 .,
222-228 A",. 22
..... ,......,- , 222-220 Aug11.16
'"
59
"
..
·
229·235
"""
. 33
"
,.
222-220 AU0 13 - 15 .. ,.
" "229-23$ Aug 19-20 23 , . .
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Figure 2.1 Percent occurrence of adult capeRn in sampled Atlantic Puffin
nestling dteb on Baccalieu, Funk and Small Islands during 1992- 1995.
Grey shading =adult capelin, black shading =other.
"
60
Figure 2.2 Percent frequency of adult capelin in samJ*d Atlantic Puffin
nestling diets on Baccalieu. Funk and Small Islands during 1992 - 1995.
Grey shading =adult capelin, black shading =other.
"
U!I9de~ unp\t' '0 k>u&nbeJ~ lUS0J9d
.2
Figure 2.3 Percent mass of adult capel;n in sampled Atlantic Pu1'l'in nestling
diets on Baccalte'u, Funk and $mallisiands during 1992 - 1995. Grey
shading :: adutt capelin, bIeck shading = other.
U!lsdeo ljnpy 10 sse~ lUeOJ8d
Figure 2.4 Percent of estimated dietary energy content represented by adult
capelin in sampMtd AUantic Puffin nestling diets on Baccalteu. Funk and
Small Islands during 1992 - 1995. Grey shading = adutt capetin, black
shading = other.
"
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Table 2.6 Number~ individual prey items inbi~ collKted from .-.u.ntic
pufftrl$ provisioning nestlings on Bac:calieY, Funk and Small
Islands befwMn 1992~ 1995.
"... Nl.nlber of Prey Items in bitl-k)ads
.,.,.. ....... N ... ,. ....;an
""oIW_ e--,",n
-- """""
BacalieulsJand
""
7 2Je-20112 AUli123-28
"
3
, 20113-20119 Aug29-S4'95
"
.
, 250-2$ Sep&-& ..
"
201-207 oU19-2e 53 3
" "2OtI-214 .JuI27_31 ., , 2 37
215-221 ~4-15
"
2 2 3
222-221!1 Aug 10-12 35 , 2
"229-235 Aug 19-23
"
... , ,
236-20112 AU'i124-21!1 .. , 2 ,
243-249 A.ug30-Sep15 .. 2 2 ,
2Oll-21011 Jul215- 29 22 ,
"
27
229 - 235 Aug 22-23
"
,.. . ,
236-242 A.ug24-25 '6 , 2 .
Funk ISland
""
. 222-2215 AU'i18-10
215-221 Aug7_15 .. ,
" " "222-2215 Aug 10- 11 n ,.. '6 21.5 ..
222-228 Aug 12- 16
215-221 Aug6-15
'"
3.' ...
"222-2215 Aug , 22 . 7
"
SmaJllsland
,... . 222-228 Aug 11 _ 18 '00 7
"
39
6 229-235 Aug ,. 6 ..
" "
222- 228 A.ug13-15 .. ..
"'-235 Aug 19-20 23
"
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Table 2.7 Mass (g) of biU-IolIOs collected from Atlantic Puftlns provisioning
nestlings on Baecalieu. Funk and SmalllsJands between 1992
and 1995.
,- Mass(g)ofbi~
"""
-
....
,.
- """'- ~- """"" ."..,.
~lieulSiand
'992 , 23&·242 Aug 23-28
"
..,
"
a.a 11.3 30
a 2<13-249 Aug2Sl-Sep5 a a . 11.0 ".1 13.5
·
250-'" Sep&-8
"
·
a.• 11.5 14.0 23
201-207 Jul19-26 .. 0.' '.3 ... 13.0 27.3
208-214 Jul27-31 .. o.a 7.a 12.7 22.5 33.1
215·221 Aug4-a
"
•.a a.• 13.8 17.5 2a.7
222-228 Augl0-12 35
·
a.• ..a
"
"'..229-'" Aug 19-23 a a.a •.. 14.5 20.2 23.a
23&·242 Aug24·28 ., a a.• 10.3 1a.0 29.3
243·249 Aug30-Sepl5 ,.
·
a 10.9 17.0 30_'
208-214 Jul2a·29 23 2 ... a.• 14.0 23.5
229-235 Aug 22-23 .
·
7 10.0 15.9
"238·242 Aug 24-25
"
'.3 7.' a.• 13.a ..
Funk Island
...2
·
Aug8-10
215·221 Aug7-a
"
3.' a.• ... 12.5 27.3
222·22a Aug 10-11
"
o.a •.. a.•
"
27.5
Aug12-la
215·221 Aug6-11 35 3.' ,. 10.7
"
29.'
222-228 .....
"
'.7 ,.,
"
la., 22.•
SmalIlsl.nd
,g"
·
222·228 Aug 11· HI .. '-3 ... .., 12.5 33.5
a 229-'" .... " . 2.9 .., ... 12.5 29.'
=-220 Aug'3·15 .. 3.2 11.8 16.3 '9.3
"229-'" Aug 19-20
"
2.3 .., 12.5 13.5 25
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Table 2.8 EstimMed Enefgy Content (kJ) of bil14o.acis roIleded from
Atlantic; Puffins prollisioning nestlings on 8acc111ieu.
Funk.-lCl SfI'\IIIIIIland:s between 1992 and 1995.
......, EsUnate<l energy conterc of bil\-lo-el$ (kJ)
".,..
-..- ....
,.
--
""
...
o<w...
""'""""' ..." ....- """"'.
Bac;al..... lsl.rld
"., , 2315·2.-2 Aug 23-28
"
'''_,, 28.1 35.9 .2.7 93.3
·
2..:J-2"9 Aug 29- s,. 5 ,. ., '.3 ,., <2.. 51.3
·
251).256 $ep&-8
"
U ".. 30.' M.' 110.7
201.207 JullS1-2& .. ., ... ".. "., 120.8
2011·21.- Jul27_31 .. •.. 30.' M.' 107.• llt9.0
215.221 AU9'--8
"
3.' ".. 81.8 78_8 159.0
222·228 Augl0.12
"
lU 28.3 .... .... t06.9
229-235 Aug 19-23
"
25.• 37.5 .. , 70.1 ".D
23lS·2'-2 Aug 2"-28 ., ,.. ".. ".. ro., 1~.3
2.:1-2'-9 Au!l 30· s.p& ., 19.5 "., "'., 71." 119.0
208·21. .,Iu128·29
"
3.' 12.7 "., 59.3 105.11
229·235 Aug 22-23
"
3 ".. 39.0 &2.0 702
236·2'-2 Aug 2'--25
"
,., 28.9 31.2 .... 7•. 1
,""".....
".,
·
222-228 Aug8-10
215·221 Aug7-8 .. ,., 2".• 35.'- .., 125.&
"'.W> AUll'0·'1 n . "., 32.6 ." 122,9
222·228 Aug 12· liS 20.7
215·221 Aug6·8
" "
".. .... .U 161.3
"'-W> .....
"
'.3 12.11 .... 03.' 1211.11
sma_Island
,...
·
222.228 Aug 11-115 ". D.' 18.15 33.7 55.2 lSt.l
·
2211·235 Aug 18 ' •.8 18.2 33.• 55.0 122.6
"'-W> Au!l,3·'5 .. 11.2 ".. ft.' .... '''5.5
229-235 Aug,9·20
"
12." "-, M, 71.7 1...."
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Figure 2.5 Boxplots showing the size (number of prey items per bill-klad) of
bill-loads delivered by adult Atlantic Puffins to nestlings on Baccatieu. Funk
and Small Islands during: 1992 - 1995. 8oJq)Iot bfadtets indicate the range
of values. black boxes the inter-quartile range. white lines through black
boxes the medians and dashes the outtier$ (defined as points that are
further away from the median than 1.5 times the inter-quartile range). The
grey shading indicates the 95 % confidence limit around the median. The
absence of boxplots rather than representing -nullo obserVations indicates
the absence of sampling during that period.
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Figure 2.6 Boxptots shOwing the mass (g) ofbiI~delivered by adult
Atlantic Puffins to nestlings on Baccalieu, Funk and Small Islands during
1992 - 1995. Boxplot bradl;ets indicate the range of va6ues. black boxes
the inter~uartilerange, white lines through bI8ck boxes the med~ns and
dashes the oudier5 (defined as points that are further away from the
median than 1.5 times the inter~uartilerange). The grey shading
indicate5 the 95 % confIdenoe limit around the median. The absence of
boxplots rather than representing "null- observations indicates the absence
of sampling during that period.
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Figure 2.7 BoxpIots showing the estimated energy content (kJ) of biII-bads
delivered by adult Atlantic Puffins to nestlings on Baccalieu. Funk and
Small IsLands during 1992 - 1995. Boxplot brackets indicate the range of
values. btack boxes the inter-quartile range, white lines through btack
boxes the mecfi8ns and dashes the outliers (defined as points that are
further Wl8y from the median than 1.5 times the inter-quartile range). The
grey shading indicates the 95 % confidence limit around the median. The
absence of boxplolS rather than representing "null" observations indicates
the absence of sampling during that period.
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Figure 2.8 The retationsh~between bil-Ioad mass (g) and the number of prey
items per bil~k>ad for all locations and years sampled during week 5 of the
nestling period on Bacc8lteu, Funk and $mallisiands 1992 -1995.
Week 5 of puffin nestling season
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:zo ; •• ; : ~:: :. •
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o •• • •••••••••••••••••
BiII·load mass (g)
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Figure 2.9 The relationship between biM-Ioad mass (g) and estimated biU-toad
energy content (kJ) for aJlloCations and years sampled during week 5 of
the nestling season on Baccalieu. Funk and SmallstandS 1992 - 1995.
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Figure 2.10 Relationship between tMIl-1oad size (number of prey items per bitl
load) and estimated bill-load energy content (kJ) for all locations and years
sampled during week 5 of the nestting season on Bac:caieu, Funk and
Small Islands 1992·1995.
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3.0 Proximate compoeition of prwydeI~ to Au.ntic Puffin ....tlings
3.1 Introduction
Prey fed to seabird nestlings differ in nutritional value both within and
between species (Clartc:e and Prince 1980, Montevecchi and Piatt 1964, Hislop at
al. 1991). Assumptions conceming prey quality are central to theories on feeding
behaviour (Schluter 1980, Perry and Pianka 1997), population level consumption
models (e,g. Wiens and Scott 1975, Montevecchi et al. 1984, Diamond et at
1993, Rodway and Monteveechi 1996), and inferences regarding the suitability of
different prey options (e.g. Brown and Nettteship 1984, Nettleship 1991).
Optimal diet theory predicts that predators differentiate between prey nems
on the basis of their abundance and food value (Schluter 1980, Campbell 1987).
Some studies show seabirds feeding the largest and/or most energetically and
protein rich prey to nestlings (Harris and Hislop 1978, Piatt 1987, Montevecchi at
al. 1987, Baird 1991). Consumptiorl estimates from bioenergetics modetling are
sensnive to assumptions concerning prey energy density (Beuchamp et at 1989,
Brekke and Gabrielsen 1994, Martensson et at 1996), Given the sensitivity of
models to, and the large amount of variation in prey energy densny, there is neecl
for more published data on the fOOd value of seabird prey. While some published
data specific to seabirds in the North Atlantic exist (e.g, Harris and Hislop 1978,
Montevecchi and Piatt 1984, Hislop et at 1991, Brekke and Gabrielsen 1994),
there remains a paucity of reported data for the less common prey items of
seabirds.
It has been 8SSOn'*t that with regard to size, abundance and
nutritional value, no alternative prey to capetin is available to seabirds breeding in
eastern Newfoundland (Brown and Nettleship 1984, NetIIeship 1991). With
regard to nutritional value, information on alternatives to mature capelin for
seabin:ts in the NorthweSt~ has been insufficient to property assess this
assumption.
This study reports proximate composition data for some of the less
common prey species and/or size classes found in the diets of nestling Atlantic
Puffins in the NorthweSt Atiantic. These data will be used to assess the
assumption that there are no prey of comparable quality to mature capelin
available to puffins provisioning young off the northeast coast of insular
Newfoundland.
3.2 MethocIa
Fish collected from Atlantic Puffins provisioning nestlings were retained on
an opportunistic basis (or later proximate composition analysis by the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans Inspections Bnlnch Laboratcwy in St John'S,
Newfoundland. FISh retained on 8acca1ieu Island were fresh frozen. On Funk
and Small 1s4ands specimens were air and sun dried. In addition to prey
intercepted directly from birds, a logistical opportunity presented itself to obtain
fish fresh from the waler from an inshore juvenite cod survey in Trinity Bay (see
Methven et al. 1997 tor SUrvey methods). This survey used a beact1 seine to
sample juvenile fish nearshore. These fish were immediately frozen. Percenl
composition of fat, protein, ash and water were obtained in dupticate. Duplicate
values were averaged and the result used as the value for that analysis. Direct
measurement during proximate anatysis of fresh specimen water content was
possible for frozen samples only. The amount of dry matter required for
proximate composition procedures often required the indusion of muftiple
individuals in any given analysis and, therefore, the number of individuals (n)
comprising a single proximate analysis sampte varied (i.e. 1 to 47). For some
prey types more than one independent sample was analysed and the mean ±
standard deviation (SO) and independent sample size (N) is reported for those
cases. Total length of fresh specimens collected from birds was measured in the
field for most sam~. In the absence of sampled prey lengths. measurements
from prey of the same type, sampling location and time period are reported
instead (indicated by an asterix in Tables 3.1 and 3.2). Fork length rather than
total length is reported for fish caught by beach seine.
P'roxlmate compoeitton
P'rior to compositional analysis. the thawed or sun dried sample mass was
measured to the nearest 0.001 g. then homogenised and dried in a vacuum oven
at 100 C until reaching constant mass. The dried matter from frozen samples
was weighed and percent moisture calculated by subtraction from thawed sample
mass. Fat content of prey was measured by bathing 3 - 5 g of fine ground dry
material with 50 ml of diethyt ether before ~acing on an extraction heater.
Solvent removal was followed by drying at 100 C for 30 min. Percent composition
of fat was calc:u!ated by dividing mass of extracted fat by mass of the original dry
matter. Nitrogen composition was estimated by the ~hl Method on a 2 9
samp6e of homogenised prey. Prctein composition was cabAated .: % Protein
= % Nitrogen x 6.25. Ash content was derived from 5 9 samples of original
homogenate dried for 24 hr at 100 C. Material was further heated in a stepwise
fashion to 550 C and maintained at that temperature for 8 hr or until a white ash
resulted. All organic matler was oxidised by incineration and remaining material
obtained as ash. The ash product was weighed to the nearest 0.001 9 after
cooling in a dessic8tor (Fisheries and Oceans 1986).
All data reported on water composition are measurements of the difference
between thawed wet mass and dried mass of frozen samples. For those
specimens obtained from birdS these are minimal estimates of prey water content
(as delivered to nestlings), not necessarily representative of prey fresh from the
sea (Montevecchi and Piatt 1987). Lipid, protein. and ash content are reported
as percent composition of cry mass. Comparative values from the literature have
been converted to the same units using the fonnula: (100 x wet value) I (1QO.
water content) = dry value. Energy densities of prey were estimated using two
sets of con'l'8l'Sion fadcn referred to as A and B (A: 20 kJlg protein and 38 kJlg
lipid (Ricklefs & Schew 19904, Ricklefs 1974 and 1983 in Montevecchi et al. 1984),
and B: 23.7 kJ/g for protein and 39.6 kJ/g for lipid (Crisp 1971 in Hislop et al.
1991)). Comparisons made with published values for the North AUsntic are for
prey of comparable length collected during roughly the same calendar period.
3.3 Rosu""
Results of proximate analy$is and energy density estimation for prey
collected from birds are summarised in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, and the
results from beach seined fish in T8~ 3.3.
Of thOse prey from seabirds for which water content was measured the
lowest value was an adult sand lance (67 %) and the highest a sample of 1+
group capelin at 80 %. Adult fish had the lowest water contents, separated from
the higher values of 0 and l-group fish by at least 5 %. Of those fish COlleCted
directly from the sea, water content ranged from a low of 77 % tn juvenile
shannies ($Iichaeidae) to 8 high of 83 % in juvenile white hake. Nine 1 em length
classes of juvenile cod (4.0 - 18.0 em total range) had water contents a1 ·82 %.
Three 1 em length classes of juvenile white hake (5.0 to 8.0 em total range) had
water contents of between 82 - 83 %.
Fat content ranged from a low of 5 % in o-group herring 10 a high of 37 %
in an adult sand lance. The higher values (17 - 37 %) were from fish of adult
morphology and the lower values (5 - 17 %) from 0 and 1-group fish which had
not completely metamorphosed {e.g. 1995 ().group sand lance had values similar
to adult fish but O-group sand lance in that year were larger than other years and
had attained adult morphok>gy). Fat content in juvenile COd declined with
increasing length.
Protein content ranged from a lOw of 51 % in an adult sand lance to a high
of 78 % in a sample of 1..group capelin. Immature capelln and adult sand lance
had the Io¥rIest vakJes (e.g. 56 % and 59 ± 5 %. N=8 respectjvety). The juvenMe
and larval fish had higher protein oontents of 65 to 78 % (in order of roughly
inaeasing protein content: Cottids: 64 - 67 %, o-group sand lance from 1995: 66
%, cod: 68 - 75 %, white hake: 70 - 74 %, shannies: 72 %. G-group sand lance
from 1993 and 1994: 74 and 74 %, respectivety and herring: n %). Protein
content in juveni~ cod increased with length wYthin the size range sampted (i.e. 4·
18 em total range), while the opposite was apparent for sand tanee (i.e. pro1:e;n
content of pre-metamorphosed sand lance was 74 % while that of the larger
metamorphosed O..group sand lance was 66 %).
Ash content ranged from a low of 7 % in an adult sand lance 10 a high of
21 % in juvenile cod. The lowest values were all associated with metamorphosed
fish (e.g. immature capelin: 8 %, adutt sand lance: 7 - 10 %, and ().group sand
lance from 1995: 9·10 %) while the htgher ash contents were all associated with
smaller fish (in order of rougtVyi~ ash content capelin l-group: 10· 11
%, Q-group sand lance 1994 and 1993: 11 %, shannies: 12 - 13 %. white hake:
14 - 20 %. hefTing: 15 %. Cottidae: 15 % and cod: 15 - 21 %).
The energy density of dry matter using conversion factors A and B (see
Methods) ranged from a low of 16.6 and 19.4 kJJg. respectjvety. in a sample of
juvenile cod to a high of 24.2 and 26.7 kJ/g in an adult sand lance. Wet energy
densities (only calculated for samples with water composition data and using
factors A and B. respedivefy) ranged from 3.1 and 3.6 kJ/9 in a semple of
juvenile white hake to 7.9 and 8.7 kJ/g in an adult sand lance. The highest
energy densities based both on dry (e.g. A:. 20.1 - 24.2 kJ/g) and wet mass (e.g.
A:. 4.8 - 7.9) were obtained from fish of adult morphology and largest size (i.e.
adult sand lance. immature caJ*in and o-group sand lance from 1995). The
lowest energy densities were from larval and juvenile fish (e.g. dry A:. 16.6 - 20.1
kJ/g and wet A:. 3.2 - 3.9 kJ/g).
3.4 Discus.ion
3.4.1 Water content
In practical tenns, measuring the water content of prey collected from birds
is the Achilles' heel of assessing prey quality. Dehydration of prey prior to
collection from birds is common. variable and unquantifiabte. As Atlantic Puffins
dangle food for nestlings cross-wise in the bill a variable portion of prey surface
area is exposed to the air depending on the number of prey Items being carried,
the size of prey, and the portion inside the puffin's gape. Exposure to the drying
effects of the atmosphere also depends on weather conditions and foraging
distance from the breeding colony. which varies from less than 1 to lOs of km
with extremes of 100 km recorded (Bradstreet and Brown 1985. Piatt 1987,
Anker-Nitssen and lorentsen 1990). Assessment of water content from SUCh
prey is biased and inflates wet mass energy density estimates (Montevecchi and
Piatt 1987). Water content measurements of PfeY' collected from incoming puffins
are useful in estimating 'Net energy content of that particular prey only and are
misleading when used to estimate wet energy density for extrapolation to other
data.
On an individual basis smaller prey and prey caught farthest from the
colony should suffer more dehydration than larger prey which have lesS surface
area relative to body v~ume. However. on a bill-load basis smaller prey' are more
often accompanied by many individuals (see Chapter 2), minimising surface area
exposed to the air, wtlile the largest prey are often carried singly. maximising air
exposed surface area. Furthermore, during this study smaller prey were often still
alive on arrival at the colony indicating neart:ly capture and minimal transport time
while large prey were rarely delivered live, indicating capture and thus air
transport from further afield. These factors combined suggest that for the data
reported here large prey may have suffered more dehydration than small prey.
Studies on intra-specific variation in water content with prey length reveal
that fish generally have greater percent water composition earty in their life history
than later (Hislop et al.1991). The few estimates of water composition reported
here concur with this pattem although for the reasons stated above the values for
those collected from birds represent water content on colony arrival (elCpecled to
vary in response to several unquantified factors), rather than the beach seined
values which represent the water content of fresh live prey.
Water content information is necessary for the estimation of wet mass
energy density and total amount of energy delivered to nestlings. Of the six prey
types in this study for wtlic:h water content de'ivered to nestlings was measured. 0
and 1-group fish had the highest values and mature fish the lowest. The
observed pattem of decreasing water content with increasing age Of fiSh is
widespread and associated with inc:reasing fat content (Winters 1970, SictwefI et-
81. 1974, Hislop et 81. 1991). In terms of energy it is the total energy content of
prey received by the nestling that is the parametef" of t:liotogicaI significance.
Therefore, dry energy density alone is of limited use in understanding meaningful
differences in prey dietary quality. Prey water content. atthough difficult to assess
in a standardised way. remains of interest for this reason. and because it is the
ooly source of nestling water. In the absence of accurate water composition the
estimation of the wet energy density of fresh fish is not possible. Fish of
equivalent dry energy densities but ditfefing water contents provide quite different
numbers of total energy units to a nestling on 8 fresh mass basis (see also
discussion of energy density below).
3.4.2 Lipid content
Lipid content of fish is genenllIy negativety comttated with water content
(Hislop et al. 1991). Low lipid values in this study 'NeI"e also COlJP'ed with high
water contents and vice versa. High levels of dietary lipid content are associated
with greater assimilation effic:iency aOO absorption of other nutrients (Brekke and
Gabrielsen 1994). 'Nhen the main difference between prey is irI lipid content.
higher lipid items may offer more than simply an increase in dietary energy
density (i.e. increased assimilation of other nutrients may atso resutl). If as
suggested, the rel8tionship between lipid and assimilation efficiency is linear
(Brekke and Gebrielsen 1994), the consfder8b1y k)wer liptd content of pre-
metamorphosed sae dasses of fiSh compared with adult forms (e.g. 5 - 17 %
versus 18 ~ 37 % lipid on a dry mass basis, respec:tivefy) would be acc:ompanied
by lower assimilation efficiency. As assimilation efficiency also declines with
increased consumption (McClintock 1986), the need to eat greater- quantities of
food low in energy due to low fat content and the low fat content itself may
interact to further reduce assimitation of nutrients consumed. Small fish with low
fat content would be less desirable on these grounds when compared with larger
fish with higher fat content.
3.4.3 Protein content
The protein eontent of prey may be equally, if not more important, than
overall energy content to nestling growth demands (Baird 1991, Robbins 1993,
Bowen et aL 1995), although it has been assumed that fish is an adequate source
of dietary protein for growing chicks (Harris and Hislop 1978). Protein, while
inferior to lipid as a source of energy, can also serve as an energy source, while
at the same time providing amino acids which are essential for tissue growth
(Ricklefs 1979). Montevecehi and Piatt (1984) found the amino acid
compositions of capelin, squid and herring slightly below the minimum required
for poultry to maintain nitrogen equilibrium. Squid was low in Valine, capelin and
herring low in Arginine and all three species low in Isoleucine. The relevance of
poultry amino acid requirements to Atlantic Puffin nestlings is not known but the
ubiquity of healthy puffin fledglings raised on diets of aduh capelin in
Newfoundland (Bradstreet and Brown 1985) and O~roup herring in Norway
(Anker·Nilssen 1992), suggests that the discrepancy identified does not translate
into inhibited growth ex survival to ftedging fol" puf'I'in nesttings. Al. tower trophic
levels increased consumption of poor quality foods can compensate for low
enef9Y density but not for Ic:Jwo dietary protein (Bowen et al. 1995). tt is not deer
whether dit'rerences in protein content among fish eaten by puffin nestlings
require compensation ex if in the absence of c::ompensatoty feeding there are
consequences for nestling growth. Among those prey examined in this study
those known to be associ8ted with successful puffin chick rearing (i.e. mature
sand lance and immature capelin) had the lowest dry protein compositions
suggesting that gross protein is not a liming factor among these prey choices.
However. the possibility thai certain amino acids may be lacking in some species
or size classes remains (Ricklefs 1974).
3.4.4 Ash contant
Assimilation el'Piciency is variable within consumer species and inftuenoed
by fOOd quality. Ash content serves as an indication of food quality (i.e. the
higher the ash content the lower the assimil8tion ef'ficiency; Valiela 1995). Ash
content was IaoNest in fish of adult form (i.e. mature sand lance. immature capelin
and G-group sand lance from 1995) with Gadids. Cottids and shannies having the
highest values. The observed pattern fits the suggestion that ash content
indicates food quality as the prey of lowest ash content are kl"lO\Jrm as high quality
seabird nestling food while puffin nestling diets high in Gadids have been
associated with reduoed nestting growth and breeding success (Brown and
Nettleship 1984, Hislop et at 1991, Nettleship 1991). Smaller fish have 8 greater
proportion of indigestible body parts to total mass than Iargef fish. A food toed of
tiny G-group fish will contain more fins, bones and scales per volume than a singte
large fish. This pefhaps expains the pattern d increased ash content in the
smaller forms and may be a factor decreasing the overal quality of these forms
as nestting food by way of decreased assimUtion etficiency.
3.4.5 Energy deMitilts
Energy content varies signrticantly between marine prey species and the
differences are most obvious when comparing wet mass values (Steimle and
Terranova 1985). In the absence of bomb calorimetry, energy density is
estimated indirectly from proximate composition data. Variation in energy density
values betv;een studies is confounded by the choice of conversion factors for
estimating prey energy density from protein and lipid content (Tabte 3.4). As
diSOJssed earlier, wet mass energy densities, while more appealing biologically,
are also a confounding source Of variation in reported values due to problems
associated with the assessment of water composition for prey items collected
from birds. While dry energy density is a more reliabte ITIeaSU'e for comparative
purposes, real differences in prey quality are dampened and sometimes reversed
by removal of the inftuence d water content. Lipid and water content are
inversely proportional (Winters 1970, Sidwell et. at 1974, Hisk)p at at 1991). and
most of the variance in energy content is due to variation in lipid content (Sidwell
et at 1974). Therefore. the direction of differences between prey types in dry
energy densities might be expected to mirror differences between the same PAtY
in wet energy densities. Thts is not always the case. Di1'rerences in water
content often reverse ordinal relationships between prey energy densities when
moving from consideration of dry to 'Net energy density (e.g. in this study beach
seine caught white hake had greater dry energy densities than beach seine
caught CoWds (using conversion factcn A: 17.6 - 17.7 kJ/g versus 17.5 kJ/g,
respectively) although the Cottids had greater wet energy density (3.5 versus 3.1
- 3.3 kJ/g». A 10 g food load of juvenile white hake would yield a nestling 30.9 -
32.5 kJ whereas an equivalent meal of the juvenile Cottids would yield 34.5 kJ. a
clear difference not apparent from or consistent wfth a consideration of dry energy
density alone. Atlantic Puffin nestlings which fledged on Great Island in 1993
consumed an average of 12506 kJ (Rodway and Monteveechi 1996); assuming a
40-day nestling period an average of 312 kJ was consumed per day. To defiver
the white hake equivalent of 312 kJ would require 95 - 101 glday versus 89 9 for
juvenile Cottids. Assuming a median bill·load mass of 10 g for simplicity (i.e.
Baccalieu Aug 22 - 231994, see Table 2.7), a puffin feeding a nestling with white
hake would make 22 - 46 more provisioning trips over the nestling period than a
puffin preying on Cottids. This illustrates the importance of wet energy density to
the birds. A consideration of dry energy density would have suggested birds
were better off foraging on white hake. While this may well be the case for other
reasons, dry prey energy density is not one of them.
The fine scale ordinal pattern of measured wet and dry energy densities
for prey 'Nef8 not always equivalent, and neither were the ordinal patterns of dry
or wet energy densities estimated using two diffefent sets Of c:onvefSion factors
from the seabird literature (see Methods). Variation in methods used to measure
and/or estimate the proximate c::omposition, energy density and enervY content of
marine prey make comparisons between studies inconvenient if not impossible.
Comparisons with nMvant pubtished values are hindered by variation in the
measures and units reponed. Protein, lipid and ash content are variousty
reported as percent wet mass (e.g. Montevec:chi and Piatt 1984, Hislop et at
1991, Lawson et at 1998) or as percent dry mass (e.g. Harris and Hislop 1978).
As proximate composition and energy densities change with prey length and time
of year. few published values are directly comparable due to differences in, or
abSence of, prey length and time of year data.
Marine ~ists would benefit by the adoption of a standard
protocol for aSH$Sing and reporting the food quality of prey species. This study
supports Montevec:chi and Piatt's (1987) suggestion that dry energy densities be
reported for comparisons of prey quality between sampting lOCations and periods.
In addition, it is desirable to 1) report ash and lipid content for theft'" intluenc:::e on
Assimilation E1'ficiency (Valtela 1995), 2) standardise the conversion factors in
use for estimating enervY density from protein and tipid content and/or ideally, 3)
retain sufficient sampfeS to measure bOth energy density and proximate
composition directly (i.e. measure energy using bomb calorimetry and percent
protein, lipid and ash using proximate composition analyses) and 4) when
possible report prey length, maturity status and date of collection with any
associated energy and proximate compos;t;on data. The precision and reliability
of wet mass energy density estimates are dependent on the precision and
reliability of fresh water content measurements of prey (Montevecchi and Piatt
1987).
If freezing of samples is not an option, as it rarely is on seabird islands,
prey must be preserved by drying. Field scales used to measure fresh specimen
mass before drying are rarely as precise or accurate as scales used in the
laboratory where final dry mass measurements are made during proximate
composition analysis. Ideally, specimens should be frozen and their thawed and
dried masses measured on the same scales. Alternatively, the advent of
affordable lightwetght electronic field scales will enable researchers to weigh the
individual masses of tiny prey items more preci~ in the field.
Energy densities in this study were greatest among fish of adult
morphology and largest size, espedaHy among sandlance. These prey, when
abundant in nestling diets. are aU associated with good puffin chick growth and
breeding success (e.g. Martin 1989, Nettleship 1991, Anker-Nilssen 1992). While
it is not always expticitly stated, the assumption that there are no suitable
alternatives to mature capeijn available to Atlantic Puffins breeding off the east
coast of Newfoundland refers in particular to alternatives to adult capelin wtIich
have migrated inshOre to spawn. The energy density of adult capelin is lower in
summer than winter (Lawson et at 1998). This may reflect the decrease in lipid
content obsefved by Winters (1970) to occur in mature capelin dUring the pre--
spawning months of spring. Due to seasonal variation in capelin energy denSity it
is important to only compare values obtained from similar seasons. Proximate
composition and energy density data on adult capelin duling summer (June) exist
for this region (Monteveochi and Piatt 1984; Table 3.5) but doeS not include data
on 1-group and immature capelin which are provided here.
Another recent study reporting on the energy density of important
prey species in the northwest Atlantic provides infomlation on summer time
capelln although reproductive status and month of collection is not given (lawson
et at 1998; Table 3.5). l-group capelin reported here had the same wet energy
density as adult male capelin reported elsewhere (Montevecehi and Piatt 1984)
and lhe value obtained by this study for immature capelin exceeded other values
reported for capelin in this region duling a comparable time peOod (Tables 3.2
and 3.5 respectively). It must be noted that most adult capelin fed to puffin
nestlings in the northwest Allanl;': have been ovid and spent females or
immature. Male capelin are rarely fed to puffin nestlings (Nettleship 1991,
RodYiay and Monteveochi 1996, this study) or common Murre nestlings
(Montevecchi unpubl data).
The high energy density obtained for immature capelin is surprising, as
previous data indicated that immature capelin had much lower lipid content than
mature capelin (Winters 1970). At the time of spawning, feeding intensity is low
in mature capelin and does not dea'ease for immature fish (Winters 1970). This
provides one possible explanation tor the unexpectedly high energy density value
obtained in the present study for immature ca~in. As this study dtd not remove
stomach contents of prey species before proximate composition analysis. the
presence of a stomach full of prey could raise energy values. However, given
that the surprising value for immature capelin was obtained from a single fish, the
result should be treated with caution.
Adult sandlance and the post·larval O-group sandlance from 1995 collected
in this study had energy densities that exceeded those reported for mature
capelin (including gravid fish) during a comparable time period in this region
(Montevecchi and Piatt 1984, Lawson et al. 1998, Table 3.5). There appear to be
prey alternatives to adult capelin available to foraging puffins in the northwest
Atlantic with equal if not greater energy value than adult capetin. However, the
following Qualification is in order. Interannual differences in intra-species energy
densities have been found in the northwest Atlantic for other species (lawson et
at t998). This study did not collect data on adult ca~in and therefore relies on
comparison with values for adult capelin from other years. The possibility that
capelin from the same years as prey reported in this study had higher energy
density value than those previously reported in the literature. can not be ruled out.
Assuming equivalent availability and eatcttability among the prey spedes
known to occur in puffin nestling diet, and assuming that comparisons made with
capelin in this study are not confounded by unknown interannual variation in
capelin energy density, then on the basis of energy density alone one would
predict that even in the presence of adult cepelin, puffins provisioning nestlings
would feed them sandlance.
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Table 3.4 A. sampling d lipid and protein CXlnversian f8d0fS in use
for estimation of enefgy density from proximate CCllTlPOSition
,...
Energy conversion factOfS (kJlg) Source
lipid protein
35.4
37.7
37.7
38
38
39.5
39.6
39.8
22.6
16.8
~6.8
20
291.
23.7
16.8-18.9
Brekke & Gabrielsen (1994)
Sidvwelletal. (1974)
Sd'laket et al. (1997)
Monleveec:hi & Pian (1964)
Lawson et 81. (1998)
Tayloretal. (1997)
Hislop et al. (1991)
Valiela (1995)
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Chlipter 4: Atlantic Puffin AlIlItIing condition
4.1 Introduction
Seabifd nestling condition reftects the quality of nestling diet (RickWs &
White 1975, Harris 1984. Cruz & Cruz 1990, Anker-Nilssen 1992. ROdway 1997).
Caims (1987) predicted that nestling growth should exhibit 8 threshold pattern in
response to variation in feeding conditions. remaining positive during good
conditions but deteriorating under c:ondftions of intermediate food availability.
Many studies support this prediction (e.g. Anker-Nilssen 1992)
Investigations of intra- and inter-colony and interannual variation in
prefledging growth related to diet quality have been pursued by many researchers
(e.g. Harris 1980, ROdway 1997) and have confirmed the correlation between
nestling diet and growth (Cruz & Cruz 1990. Ultley et al. 1994. Gebczynski et al.
1996. Phillips et at 1996, Cook & Hamer 1997).
Atlantic Puffin nestlings ftedge at roughly 69 - 75 % of adult mass follOwing
a nestling period of about 38 - 44 days, although extreme periods of up to 82
days have been observed (Nettleship 1972. Harris 1984. Redway 1994).
Maxjmum mass acheived during the nestling period precedes fledging by about a
week. after which 8 - 10 % of this peak is lost (Harris 19&4) although individual
nestlings gain and 50se mass in an erratic fashion. While trends in body mass
changes by nestlings are generally a reflection of diet. the peculiar daily zig-zag
panem of mass change is not understood (Hudson 1983).
The dependent variable most commonly em~oyed to measure effects of
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feeding conditions on nestting health is body mass, whictl is more sensitive then
either wing-Mtngth, tarsus or culmen to dietary variation (Ricklefs & White 1975,
Hudson 1979, Kirkham & Monteveochi 1982, HarTis 19&4. Cook & Hamer 1997).
The independent variable of choice is age. Techniques vary for the
measurement of body mass as an indicator of change in nestling diet quality.
Measures frequently used for comparisons include mass at fledging (Nettteship
1972). regressions of the lineal" phase of mass increase (e.g. Wilsoo 1993), and
instantaneous rate of growth at the infted:ion point where growth rate deceierates
shortty before nedging (e.g. Wehkt 1983). SevefaI studies have found that the
linear phase of mass increase and peak nesUing mass are more sensitive to
variation in diet than mass at fledging (e.g. Hudson 1979. 80st & Jouventin
1991). Significant differences in the linear growth phases often disappear during
the prefledging mass recession resulting in chicks fledging at similar masses. It is
possible that this relationship is part of a threshold effect whereby fledging
masses are only compromised when feeding conditions worsen beyond that
which may affect maximal preftedging mass. Examples of dire feeding oonditions
for breeding birds have certainly found significant reductions in fledging masses
(Anker-Nilssen 1992). Ydenbrerg et al. (1995) found that taster growing nestlings
fledge heavier and younger than those growing at a SkM'er rate. The ability to
slow growth of body parts during times of depressed feeding oonditions is a
plausible adaptation to variable feeding conditions which allows nestlings with
prolonged pre-ftedging periods such as puffins to survive intra-seasonal variability
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in food suppty (0yan & Anker-Nilssen 1996). In the case of Atlantic Pufftns in the
northwest Atlantic this would be of significant benefit in years when the arrival
inshore of spawning C8peijn is delayed, assumtng no altemative comparable food
Establishing age of Atlantic Puffin d'1idts requires either the regut8t'
inspection of marited burrows during the late incubation period for direct
confinnation of hatching or the inference of hatching from obServations designed
to record the first delivery of food to the burrow. Both methods require colony
visits during hatching. This is problematic tor two reasons: (1) hatChing is not
synchronous and may extend over a period of weeks (Harris & Birkhead 1985),
therefore a random samp'e of burrows requires investigator presence in the
COlony for an equivalent period which may not be logistically feasible, (2) Atlantic
Puffin breeding success is vulnerable 10 investigator disturbance especially during
incubation. hatching. and brooding making investigator presence in the colony at
these times undesirable (Redway et al. 1996).
Measurements of culmen. tarsus and wing4ength have been used as age
proxies in the absence of known nestling age (e.g. Montevecchi & Porter 1980,
Wehle 1983). To predict age from a l'l1Ol'J)hometr such as wing.1ength the
relationship between the t'NO must be established from a sample of known age
d1icks from the same c::otony and time period as that of the chicks whose ages
will be estimated (Harris 1984, Redway 1997). In the absence of this calibration
the morphometric age proxy (e.g. wing length) is a poor estimator and represents
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relative age only.
The growth trajectories of tarsus, culmen and wing4ength are not generally
the same (Kirkham & Montevecchi 1982). Any single growth parameter
correlates best with age when it is growing fastest (i.e. the linear phase of a
sigmoidal growth curve, Harris 1984, Van Heezik 1990). For this reason culmen
may be a more reliable prediclor than wing·length during the earliest phase of
growth, but is then replaced by wing-length as the preferred age metric (Ricklefs
& White 1975, Gilliland & Ankney 1992, Redway 1997), although a recent study
which fed captive puffins varying diets found that head measurements differed
less between groups fed differing amounts of food than did wing length (0yan &
Anker-Nilssen 1996).
Many studies have assumed wing-length to be refatively insensitive to diet
(Ricklefs & White 1975; Rhinoceros Auklet Cerominca monocerata: Wilson 1993,
Harfenist 1995; Common Murre Uria aalge: Utttey et al 1994, Hatehwell 1995;
Parasitic Jaeger Stercorarius parasiticus: Phillips et al. 1996). Some studies
support this assumption (Storm-Petrel HydrobBtes pelagicus: Bolton 1995;
Atlantic Puffin: Hudson 1979, 1983, Anker·Nillssen 1987, Cook & Hamer 1997;
Yellow-eyed Penquin Megadytes antipodes: Van Heezik 1990; Parasitic Jaeger.
Phillips et al. 1996). However, wing-length may vary under depressed dietary
conditions (Atlantic Puffin: 0yan & Anker-Nilssen 1996, Redway 1997; Dark.·
Rumped Petrel: Cruz & Cruz 1990; Parasitic Jaegers: Phillips et at 1996;
Common Terns: Satins et at 1988 ) and as a result of investigator disturbance
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(see Redway et at 1996 for a recent SUn'W'lWy). White variability in wing-length
at a given age negates its use for the estimation of individual nestfing age, wing-
length of Atlantic Puffin nestlings does estimate the average age of a samp6e of
chicks between 5 • 50 days old (Redway 1997).
This study compares the condition of Atiantic Puffin nestlings, as indicated
by body mass at a given wing4ength, at three Northwest Atlantic seabird colonies
in several years (Baccalieu Island: 1992 - 1994, Funk Island: 1992 - 1995, and
$malllsland: 1994· 1995). These data were collected concurrentty with nestling
dietary data (reported in Chapters 2 and 3) to iltustrate the consequences, if any,
of differences in diet to nestling condition. The null hypothesis tested was that of
no differences in nestiing body condition beI'Neen ooIonies and years.
4.2 Methods
On Baccalieu Island in 1992 and 1993, nestlings were sampled from fotx
subcolonies (see Figure 1.4). All study sites were within areas of dense
burrowing by puffins on steep maritime sk)pes. Two sites were on the west!Ude
of the island and two on the east side. tn 19904, all nestlings were sampled from
Woody Cove, the most populOus subColony. Each year (1992 - 1995) on Funk
Island nestlings were sampled from throughout the grassy area occupied by
puffins (Montevec:chi & Tuck 1987). On SmIItt Island nestlings were sampled in
1994 and 1995 from the densest part of the co6ony. a long flat meadow on the
eastern shor£.
Longitudinal measurements of nestling body mass and wing.-ngth were
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collected on 8aocaIieu Island in 1992 and 1993. Cross-sectional independent
nestling body measurements were collected from Bac::calieu in 1994. and all other
sites (see Figure 4.1 fer semP'e sizes and d8te$ by klcation). Due to the diffiwtty
of retrieving chicks from labyrinthine and rocky burrows. with minimal site
disturbance, the sampling method was opportunistic. The population sampled is
defined as those nestbngs which ooukj be reached within 1 m of the burrow
entrance. Since many buI1'owrrts are too lOng, irTegulaf" or rocky to aHow sufficient
arm penetration. Chdcs successfully encountered either occupied shorter burrows
or were apprehended on the tunnel side of the nest chamber. tt is assumed that
the sample obtained is representative of the broader COIony_
The body mass of individual nestlings was measured to the nearest 1.0 9
in a preweighed nylon bag using the smallest appropriate of 100. 300. or 500 9
Pesola scales. Wing.-ktngth was measured to the nearest 1.0 mm using a
stopped metal l'\.I'ef'". The maximum l'Iattened wing dlofd. excluding dow'n. was
measured from the wrist point to the tip of the longest primary feather. or feather
sheath if primaries had not emerged.
Data Anatyaia
Scatter pk)ts of wing4ength and body mass data 'Net'8 initialty analysed
visuaJty to determine the general data distribution (Appendix 4.1). Prior to
statistical analysis. data points with a wing4ength leSS than 50 mm and greater
than 110 mm were removed from the data set (Appendix 4.2). This SUbsetting of
the data was done for three reasons: 1) measurement error is greater during the
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first phase of growth when dOwn p1umules precede the eruPtion Of the primary
feathers, the consequences of which are known to be significant (e.g. an error of
1 mm can displace a wing length ClJf'Ve by 4 days, Ricklefs & '\fVhite 1975), 2)
wing growth follows a sigmoidal trajectory growing more Slowly both during the
ear1y phase of growth and near ftedging (Gaston 1985). The fastest rate of
growth is during the middle linear phase and it is therefore during this time that
wing4ength most accuratefy reflects age under normal circumstances (Van
Heezik 1990). 3) a linear dataset was desirable to meet the assumption of
linearity associated with the~ method of statistical anatysis. Repeated
measurements from individual nestlings were exduded from the dataset prior to
analysis by randomly setecting a sing~ measurement for each nestling (Figure
4.2).
Intra-colony (Baocalieu Island onty), inter-colony and inter-annual
differences in nestiing mass at comparable wing.~swere inYMtigated with
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA, SAS 1988). Measurements of nestling mass
and wing·length were log transformed to normalize the variance. A regression of
independent measurements of mass on wing..-ngth was oonducI:ed using a
general linear modef (SAS, 1988), and a~s of covariance was applied to the
linear portion of the masslWing..Jength function. Residuals were plotted and
inspected for vioiation of the assumptions of normality (Appendix 4.3),
homosoedasticity (Appendix 4.4) and auocietion with the model (Appendix 4.5).
least SQuares regression methods are vulnerable to distortion from the presence
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of outliers (8-ptus 1993). To investigate the potential influence of outliers on the
results of the above analysis the two largest positive anct the two largest negative
outliers .....ere removed and the analysis of covariance repeated. Tolerance for
Type 1 error was set at a=O.OS and the Bonfem:lni method was used to maintain
this level of experimentwise error among multip6e oomperisons (Sokal & Rohlf
1995).
4.3 Results
A summary of sample dates, number of observations and summary
statistics for nestling body mass and wing-Iengh by dale are found in Appendix
4.6 (for all nestlings measured induding those meesurect repeatedly) and
Appendix 4.7 (for the data used as input to the analysis of covariance). Results
of the analysis of covariance are found in Tab6es 4.1 ·4.6. The raw data used
for oomparisons ate plotted by COk)ny and year in F;gures 4.3 - 4.9.
4.3.1. l~oIonyVllriation in nestling body mas
On Baocalieu Island there was no interaction between the years sampled
and the relationship of mass to wtng-Iength b" 1992 and 1993 (ANCOVA:
homogeneity of $k)peS, F•.H• = 0_34, P = 0.5588; homogeneity of intercepts,
F'.1I5 =0.02.P =0.8833, Table 4.1) so the fo'kJwing test examined the effect of
subcolony alone. There was no difference between the mass of nestlings at a
given wing4ength from the different subcolonies S8ITIpIed in 1992 and 1993
(ANCOVA: homogeneity of slopes, F'.I02 = 0.72, P .. 0.6577; homogeneity of
intercepts, F, .lot = 0.32, P = 0.9429, Table 4.2). Therefore, in 1~ onty Woody
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Cove, the most populous subcolony was sarnpec:t.
4.3.2 Im.r~nnueland Intef..eolony variation In "'"ttlng body mass
The assumption of _ of nlquAd by onalyois
of covariance was met for the preplanned regre5$ion comparisons reported below
(ANCOVA: F•.oW "" 1.59, p .. 0.1261, Table 4.3). The repeal analysis with outliers
removed gave similar results (ANCOVA: F•.m " 1.7, P .. 0.0956, Table 4.5).
The BonfetTonj adjusted significance~ used for indiYKtual comparisons was a
.. 0.05/k .. 0.0031 (kz 16 comparisons).
Inter~nnual Yllriation
For Baccalieu Island, examination of the raw data plotted in Figure 4.3
reveals that at larger wing-lengths the data are more spread out, and an ordina'
relationship is apparent between years with nestlings in 1992 heavier than 1993
which in tum are hea"'er than in 1994. This pattern is not evident at smaller
wing-iengths. Statistic&Ity nestting mass at wing.Iength was not significantly
different in the years 1992, 1993 and 1994 (ANCOVA: P :> 0.18 tor all
comparisons, Tabte 4.4, Figure 4.3). The repeat analysis with outliers removed
yielded similar results (ANCOVA: P :> 0.11 for all comparisons, Table 4.5).
On Funk Island, examiMtion of the raw data plotted in FlQUre 4.4 reveals
that nestlings were heaviest and similar at a given wing-length in 1992 and 1995
lighter in 1994 and lighter again in 1993. Statisticalty, nestting mass at wing.
length did not differ significantly for the years 1992 and 1995 (ANCOVA: P ..
0.0815, Table 4.4; with outIMn removed p .. 0.1072, Table 4.6, Figure 4.4), and
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1992 and 1994 (AHCOVA:. P :z 0.0767, Table 4.4; wfth oudiers removed P :=
0.0318. Tabkt 4.6). Nestlings in 1233 weighed less at wing-tength than nestlings
in 1992. 1994 ancI 1995 (ANCDVA:. P :IE 0.0001, P := 0.0014 and P '" 0.0001
respectively, Table 4.4; with outliers removed P = 0.0001, P = 0.0030 and p:=
0.0001 respectively, Tab'e 4.6). In 1994 nesttings weighed less than those of
1995 (ANCDVA: P := 0.0001 with and without outliers removed P :II: 0.0001,
Tables 4.4 and 4.6).
On Smell 1s1and, examin8tion of the rtNI data plotted in Figure 4.5 shows
nestlings in 1995 heavier than thOSe in 1994 at a similar wing-length. Statistically.
nestlings of 1994 did not weigh less at a given wing-length than did those of 1995
(ANCOVA: P := 0.0050, Table 4.4) however with outliers removed the difference
was significant (ANCOVA: P :z 0.0015, Table 4.4, Figure 4.5) .
Resulb of the initial analysis contain a c:ontradiction in the comparisons for
Funk Island among years: 1992 and 1995 did not differ, and 1992 and 19904 also
did not differ, whereas 1995 and 1994 did. The pattern of statistical ditrerences
detected is not intemally consistent.
lnter-colony yafi8tion
In 1992, examination of the rtNI data p60tted in Figure 4.6 reveats no dear
difference between Baocalieu and Funk I_nds. Neither was there a statistically
significant difference between the mass of nestlings at • given wing-tength from
the two Islands (ANCOVA: p:= 0.5538, Table 4.4; and with ouU)ers removed P :::
0.5215, TatHe4.6, Figure 4.6).
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In 1993, e..-nination 01 the raw dMa pk:ltI.t in FIgUI'e 4.7 indic::ates that
nestlings on BaccaUeu Istand were heavier than those on Funk Island at a similar
wing4ength, a difference which was statistically significant (ANCOVA: P :&:
0.0001, Table 4.4; with outliers removed P = 0.0001, Ta~ 4.6, Figure 4.7).
In 1994, examination of the ,.." data plotted in Ftguf'e 4.8 reveals no
striking difference between Baccalieu and Funk Istand nestlings but does Show
Small Island nestlings as lighter at a given wing...fength than elsewhere. There
was no s;gnificanl difference between the mass of nestlings at a given wing-
\eng1h from 8aoceIieu.-ld Funk 1s8ld$ (AHCOVA: P = 0.7052, Tab'e 4.4; with
outliers removed P :0:: 0.5453.Ta~ 4.6, Figure ".8). However, nestlings from
Small Island weighed less than those from BacxaIieu but not less than Funk
Islands at comparable wing-lengths (ANCOVA: P = 0.0012 and P = 0.0057
respectively, Table ".4). The ditferenoe between Smell and Funk Islands became
significant with outtiers removed (ANCOVA: P = 0.0016, Table 4.6).
In 1995, examination of the raw d8ta plotted in Figure 4.9 dearty shows
Funk I$land nesttings as heavier than those on Small Island at 8 given wing-
length, a difference which was statistically significant (ANCOVA: P = 0.0001,
Table 4.4; and with ouUiets removed P = 0.0001, Table 4.6, Figure 4.9).
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4.4 Oiacusaion
The anatysis of non-experimenta ecological data is necessarily baSed on
many assumptions. The validity of this analysis rests on the following
assumptions: 1) nestlings sampled ¥rI'el'9 representative of the general populations
on these islands, 2) the three colonies sampled (Baccalieu, Funk and Small
Islands), belong to the same population, 3) any disturbance effects created by
investigator presence did not differ between years or colonies, 4) the relationship
between wing-length and age did not vary between years at a given colony, and
5) the relationship between wing-length and age did not vary between colonies in
a given year.
It is assumed that any departures from randomness inherent in the
sampling method are not COI'T'Btated with the parameters under investigation.
The assumption that all three colonies belong to the same population requires a
more complete understanding of the natural history and genetic structure of the
three colonies than exists. Analysis of covariance assumes that subjects have
been randOmly assigned to treatments (Huitema 1980). This is not so in the
present case, where one of the "treatments' is colony Iocaticn (i.e. island). Each
island has a host of variables assoc:iated with it which are beyond the scope of
this study, any of which may influence the dependent variable.
The principal concem for the validity of this analysis 1te5 in the reliability of
wing-length as a proxy for age. Most studies finding wing-length relatively
insensitive to nutrition have been supplementary feeding studies (e.g. Cook &
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Hamer 1997), wt1iIe most at those to the contrary have tnetuded near starving
oonditions (e.g. Cruz & Cruz 1990, Anker-Nifssen 1992, eyan & Anker·Nilssen
1996). When nestting diet is adequate wing growth dOes not appear to vary with
diet. eyan & Anker-Nilssen (1996) fed sevefal groups of Atlantic Puffin nestlings
capelin diets. The daily ration was varied among groups to correspond 10
increasingly compromised feeding regimes. Dramatic effects on wing growth
were only apparent after the rations representing a "good" year were etfect:ivety
halved to represent a "bad' year (eyan & Anker·Nilssen 1996). The response of
wing growth to both the degree and duration of nutrient vanation may exhibit a
threshold effect. remaining relatively insensitive to short-term changes in diet but
eventually slowing shoukJ conditions either WOfS8f\ or persist Redway (1997)
found lhat winq-length in Atl8ntic Puffin nestlings was a biased preddor of age
tor inimuals growing faster or slower than the mean but did an acceptable job of
estimating the mean age of a sampte of nestlings.
Wing-length is used here not to predict individual ages but as a relative
age index for comparing samples of nestlings of unkflO'M'l age among years and
colonies. The objective is simply to detect gross ordinal differences between
nestling condition in dffrerenl ye8r$ and/or between differenl colonies. The lack of
a calibration sample of known age chicks from each colony precludes the
estimation of both individual ages and mea"I sam~ ages. Therefof"e, it is not
possible 10 test the assumption that wing-length serves as an unbiased relative
indicator of age for these data.
'17
If wing-length was oompn:mised unevenly among the yea"S or colonies
compared here, the effect 'NOU1d be to mistakenly compare older Chicks (those
compromised) with younger ones. Under depressed dietary conditions. loss of
body mass is expected to precede any compromise in wing growth (Scenario A:
Gaston 1985, 0yan & Anker-Nilssen 1996). Should conditions 'NOISen or per-sjst
wing growth will also slow (Scenario B: 0yan & Anker·Nilssen 1996. Redway
, 997). Under the worst case conditions. suppressed growth requirements fail to
balance dietary needs with a reduced supply of nutrients and nestlings die
(Scenario C: Anker·Nilssen 1992). There was no evidence to suggest that any of
the data reported here were collected under Scenario C conditions (Le. dead
nestlings were very rarely obsefved and occupied burrows with acoessable nest
chambers were rarefy empty). On the contrary. nesttings with very few
exceptions appeared healthy. Under Scenario B. assuming homogeneous
regression !Uope$, the analysis provided here would underestimate ditrerences in
masses among chicks of the same age (i.e. the underestimation of relative age
by compromised wing-ktngths would shift compromised regression lines to the
left, thus diminishing any differences in comparisons with unoompromised wing
growth). However, a decline in the rate of mass gain would likely precede
compromised wing growth. resulOOg in 8 ditrefent. lesS steeply sloped regression
line for nestlings with compromised growth when compared with nestlings oMth
uncompromised growth (elyan & Anker·Nilssen 1996). Such a comparison would
yield heterogeneous regression slopes. The absence of heterogeneity of $k)peS
lla
in the analysis of c:ovariance suggests that Scenario A was the likety regime.
Assuming Scenario A (which this study does), wing growth would be relativety
unaffected by vMaition in dietary conditions while body mass would not. This
analysis should therefore reftect the direction of detected dit'rerenc:es in nestling
body ",""moo aocunnely.
The initial anetysis was nMativety robust against the influence of outliers.
However, removal of the four largest outliers yielded a set of results with one
significant comparison in addition to those already Obtained with the fuller
dataset The difference in nestling condition between Funk and Small Islands in
1994 became statistically significant when the outliers were removed. There is
no biological justification for the removal of these outliers. However,
consideration of Figure ".8 and the known vulnerability of least squares
regression 10 the intluence of outliers leads me to infer that the pattern of
statistical results obtained on removal of the ooUiers reftects reality with less tMas
than does the fuHer analySis (S-Pfus 1993).
Puffin nestlings on Bacx:alieu tsland appear to have experieneed relatively
consistent and favorab6e conditions for growth during 1992·1994 with some
suggestion that 19904 was less favorable. In contrast, puffin nestlings on Funk
Island and on Small Island experienced less consistent conditions. Nestling
condition was similar on Funk Istand in 1992 and 1995 with nestlings heavier than
in 1994 when in tum they were heavier than in 1993. Small Island also
experienced better conditions for growth in 1995 than in 1994. Variation in
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nestling condition appears limited to variatiion in bOdy mass as opposed to
variation in the growth of wing-Iength in addition to that of body mass, as would
be expected under inadequate feeding regimes (0yan & Anker-Nilssen 1996).
Assuming nestling condition re1'lects feeding conditions I inter that feeding
conditions during the period 1992 - 1995 were most favorable on Bacxalieu in
1992 and 1993. Funk Island in 1992 and 1995 and Small Istand in 1995. The
least favorable feeding conditions as reftected by nestling condition OCCUlTed in
1993 on Funk Island and everywhere, particularty Small Island, in 1994. The
best feeding conditions were those on Funk Island in 1995. While differences in
nestling condition between colonies and years were detected, all diets appeared
suffICient such that wing growth was not significantly compromised. This
suggests that all diets were adequate to meet the pre-nedging demands of
nestlings and provides no evidence that even the poorest feeding conditions
encountered in this study compromfsed basic growth demands. In summary,
there Is no evidence from comparison of retative nestfing condition between
COlonies and yeon that any of the feeding conditions experienced by puffins
during the cok>ny·years reported on here were "bad" for nestling growth.
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Figure 4.1 Number of measurements of AUantic Puffin nestling body mass (g)
and wing-length (em) cofIecled at Baccalieu, Funk and Smalll"-nds
during 1992 - 1995 by date including some repeated measurements from
individuals through time.
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Figure 4.2 Number of independent measurements of nestling body mass (g)
and wing-length (em) collected at Baccalieu, Funk and Small Islands
during 1992 - 1995 by date and used as the input data for an anatysis of
co....ariance.
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Table 4.1. Results of an analysis 01 covariance comparing the relaliooship between
Atlantic Puffin nestling mass and wing-length
sampled on Baccalieu Island in 1992 and 1993.
Year =year sampled 1'992, 1993)
Log Wing =log wing length
.) Tnt of homogeneity of slope!
Source df Type III 55 MS F Pr> F
Vear , 0.0056 0.0056 0.35 0.554'
log Wing , 4.3508 4.3508 270.94 0.0001
Log Wing • Year , 0.0055 0.0055 0.34 0.5588
Error 11. 1.8307 0.0161
Total 117 6.4405
bl Telt of homogeneity of intercepts
Source df Type 1ll 55 MS Pr> F
~
~
Year
Log Wing
Error
Total
,
1
115
117
0.0003
'.5880
1.8362
6.4405
0.0003
'.5880
0.0160
0.02
287.22
0.8833
0.0001
Table 4.2. Results of 8n analysis 01 covariance comparing the relationship between
Atlantic Puffin nestling mass and wing-length on the four sub-colonies
sampled on Baccalieu Island.
Yr Subcol = Year-subcolor1y combination i.e. 1992 subColony 2
log Wing = log wing length
8) Test of homogeneity of slopes
Source elf Type 11155 M5 F Pr> F
YrSubcol 7 0.0886 0.0127 0.75 0.6261
log Wing , 0.1475 0,1475 8.77 0.0038
log Wing· Yr Subcol 7 0.0644 0.0121 0.72 0.6577
Error 102 1.715 0.0168
Totol 117 6.4405
b) Test of homogeneity of intercepts
Source df TVPe III 55 M5 Pr> F
~
YrSubcol
logWirlg
Error
Total
7
,
'09
117
0.0371
3.9669
1.7994
6.4405
0.0053
3.9669
0.0165
0.32
240.3
0.9429
0.000'
Table 4.3. Results of an analysis of covariance comparing the relationship between
Atlantic Puffin nestling mass and wing-length on Baccalieu, Funk
and Small Islands in 1992·1995.
Col Year = Colony Vear i.e. Small Island 1995
Log Wing = log of wing length
al Telt of homogeneity of slopes
Source df Type III 55 M5 F Pr>F
Col Vear 8 0.1482 0.0'85 1.43 0.1806
Log Wing , 10.4274 '0.4274 806.4 0.000'
Log Wing· COl Vear 8 0.1641 0.0205 1.59 0.1267
E"o< 423 5.4898 0.0129
Total 440 23.0075
bl Test of homogeueity of intercepts
Source df Type III SS M5 F Pr> F
Col Year 8 1.453 0.18'6 13.89 0.0001
Log Wing 1 13.6234 '3.6234 1042.22 0.0001
~ Error 431 5.6338 0.013'Totol 440 23.0075
'"..
Table 4.4. Results of pre-planned comparisons from within an analysis of covariance
(reported in Table 4.2) comparing the relationship between Atlantic Puffin
nestling mass and wing-length on Baccalieu (9), Funk (F) and Small (5)
Islands in 1992 -1995.
Pr> IT) Ho : L5MEAN5 ( i ) =L5MEAN5 ( j I
892 893 89<4 F92 F93 F9<4 F95 59<4
893 0.9018
89<4 0.1811 0.2000
F92 0.5538
F93 0.0001" 0.0001·
F94 0.7052 0.0787 0.00"-
F95 0.0815 0.0001' 0.0001"
59<4 0.0012' 0.0057
595 0,0001· 0.0050
• Ilill significant 81 experlmenlwlse alpha" O,05lfter Bon'erroni adjustment for lhe number of comparisons
Table 4.5. Results of the re-running of an analysis of covariance (reported In Table
4.2) comparing the relationship between Atlantic Puffin nestling mass
and wing·tength on Baccalieu, Funk and Small Islands in 1992·1995,
minus lhe two largest positive and two largest negative outliers.
Col Vear =Colony year i.e. Baccalieu 1992
Log Wing: log wing length
a) rest of homogeneity of slopes
Sou"", elf Type III 55 MS F Pr> F
Col Year 8 0.1409 0.0176 US 0.136S
Log Wing , 10.9'64 10.9184 963.24 0.0001
Log Wing· Col Year 8 0.1544 0.0193 1.7 0.0958
Error 419 4.7485 0.0113
Total 436 23.2132
b) Test of homogeneity of intercepts
Sou"", df l,oe1l155 M5 Pr> F
~
Col Year
Log Wing
Error
Total
8
1
427
436
'.4892
14.6426
4.9029
23.2132
0.'861
14.6426
0.0115
16.2'
1275.23
0.0001
0.0001
l!:
Table 4.6. Results of pre-planned comparisons from the re-running of ao analysis of
covariance (reported In Table 4.4) comparing the relationship betweeo
Atlantic Puffin nestling mass and wing-length on Baccalleu (8), Funk (F)
and Small (S) Islands in 1992 -1995 minus the two largest positive
and the two largest negative outliers.
Pr> (T) Ho : L5MEAN5 Ii) • L5MEAN5 (J )
892 893 89<4 F92 F93 F9<4 F95 59<4
893 0.7832
89<4 0.12.6 0.1107
F92 0.52'5
F93 0.0001" 0.0001"
F9<4 0.5<53 0.0318 0.003"
F95 0'072 0.0001" 0.0001"
59<4 0.000" 0.0016'
595 0.000" 0.00'5'
" •• il! Ilgnilicanl a1 experlmemwise sipi'll. 0.05 af1er Bonlerronl adjustment IOf the number of COfTlIMIfilOl'ls
Figure 4.3 Relationship between Atlantic Puffin nestling mass (9) and wing-
length (an) during the ye8B 1992·1994 on 8ao::a'ieu Island.
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Figure 4.4 Retationship bet'wrieen Atlantic Puffin nestling mass (g) and wing-
length (em) during the years 1992-1995 on Funk Istand.
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Figure 4.5 Retationship between Atlantic Puffin nestling mass (9) and wing-
length (em) during the years 1994-1995 on Sm8l1ls1and.
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Figure 4.6 RelationShip between Atlantic Puffin nestling mass (g) and wing-
length (em) on Baccalieu and Funk Islands in 1992.
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Figure 4.7 Re&ationship between AIIantic Puffin nesting mass (g) and wing-
length (em) on Baccalieu and Funk Islands in 1993.
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Figure 4.8 Retationship between Atlantic Puffin nestling mass (g) and wing-
length (em) on Baccalteu. Funk and Small Islands in 1994.
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Figure 4.9 Retationship betoNeen Atlantic Puffin nestltng mass (g) and wing-
length (em) on Funk and Small Islands in 1995.
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Chapter $. Summllry
The data presented do not support previously held assumptions 1) of
homogeneity of Atlantic Puffin nestling diets along the northeast coast of insular
Newfoundland and 2) that there are no prey of comparatMe quality to mature
capelin available to breeding puffins in the region.
While the diets of puffin nestlings on Baccalieu Island ......ere dominated by
mature capelin the diets of nestlings on Small and Funk Islands ......ere more
variable and composed of a more diverse suite of prey items (Chapter 2).
Notable among these diverse suite of prey items were post·laNal Q-group
sandlance which dominated nestling diets on Funk and Small Islands in 1995.
Bill-loads containing these fish had the highest energy content of any observed
during this study. 1-group C8J*in also made important contributions to nestling
diet on Funk Island. There appear to be prey alternatives to adult capelin
available to foraging puffins in the northwest Atlantic with equal if not greater
energy value than adult capelin (Chapter 3). Prey energy density, bill·1oad energy
conlent and nestling condition were all greatest in 1995 when post-laNai Q-group
sandlance dominated sampMd neslling diets. While there 'N'8l"e differences in
nestling condition between co6onies and years, it appears that differences in
nestling diet were not sufficient to impair wing gt'OINth (Chapter 4). I infer that
while there -.vere qualitative differences in nestling diet between colonies and
years, these differences did not compromise nestling growth to an extent likely to
threaten fledging success and therefore reflect the adequacy of nestling diet.
In the spectrum of seabird responses to variation in prey availability,
Atlantic Puffins are relatively robust Surface feeders such as kittiwakes which
often share breeding lOcations with puffins are vulnerable to more subtle changes
in the availability of prey than puffins {i.e. small changes in the vertical distribution
of prey in the water column may remove food from the foraging range of a
kittiwake while not from a puffin able to dive to 60 m (Piatt & Nenleship 1985,
Burger & Simpson 1986). Atlantic Puffins provision nestlings for approximately
twice as long as the other Ak:ids with whom they share breeding colonies (Harris
& Bir1(head 1985). This extended period during which adult puffins must
provision their young increases the likelihood that some portion of the nestling
period in every year will ovenap with the inshore migration of spawning capelin.
However, in years when capelin availability near shore is temporally compressad
the extended duration of the puffin nestling period means that the inevitable
"match- will only represent a small portion of the overall period during which
parents are provi$M)ning young. Therefore, given the variable nature of the
environment (i.e. spawning phenology one month later than the norm in the early
19905, Carscadden et al. 1997), it would seem non-adaptive for puffins to be
entirely dependent on the availability inshore of spawning capelin.
Breeding failures of Atlantic Puffins in northern Norway have been
attributed to a lack of the post-larval D-group hening which normally dominated
nestling diet there. A threshold effect was postulated whereby puffin fledging
success plunged suddenly at low herring abundance (Anker-Nilssen 1992). The
great variation in puffin ftedging success at the threshold hNeI of herring
abundance reveals the important role of alternate prey which are also highty
variable and which in some instances atteviated the othefwise catastrophic ef'fed:
of low herring abundance. It is reasonable to expect the same variation in
vulnerability to shifts in the availability of mature capelin in the northwest Atlantic.
Some years and/or locations may be more difficult than others.
The large increase recorded in this study in the energetic value of ~roup
sandtance with metamorphosis from larval to post~rval body form and size has
important implications for adults provisioning young. Years and/or locations
providing oceanographic conditions conducive to eartier or more rapid
development and/or earlier fish spawning phenology and thus older, larger, more
developed G-group fish may in tum provide foraging attematives comparable to
mature capelin. For example, the energy density of the post-larva/ D-group
sandlance fed to puffin nestlings on Funk and Small Islands in 1995 exceeded
that of mature capelin (see Chapter 3) and these prey were delivered in bill-loads
with the greatest energy content observed during this study (see Chapter 2). The
nestling condition of chiCks fed on post-larval O-group sandlance was the best
observed jn this study, exceeding that of nestlings fed diets dominated by mature
capelin (see Chapter 4).
The large contribution made by 1-group capelin to the nestleng diet on
Funk Island between 1992 - 1994 and on occasion on Baccalieu (early season) IS
an interesting aspect of the overall contribution made by capelin as a forage fish.
Capelin live relatively short lives (3 - 5 years) and mortality often follows first
spawning (Templeman 1948). Maturation and the timing of the annual inshore
spawning migrahon which brings mature capelin within foraging range of inshore
Atlantic Puffin colonfeS varies considerably with ocean temperature (Carscadden
et al. 1997). Capelin were late arriving inshore between 1992 - 1995 in
association with cold water temperatures (Nakashima & Winters 1996,
Carscadden et al. 1997). During such times and in the absence of sandlance the
smaller prey generally present in the nekton community are likely of critical
importance. The nekton in lhe waters off the northeast coast of insular
Newfoundland appears to have been dominated by 1-group capelin during the
years overlapping with this study (Anderson & Dalley 1997a,b). These larval fish
are energetically inferior to mature capelin. However, if locally abundant as they
appear 10 be in the waters around Funk Island, 1-group capelin appear to have
potential as an alternative, at least in the short term, to mature capelin.
There are several ways that inshore spawning capelin can become less
available to foraging Puffins. On the temporal scale, mature capelin availability to
foraging puffins woukl be diminiShed by 1) lale arrival of capelin inshore. 2) earty
post-spawning dispersal from the inshore and 3) a compressed spawning period
and inshore residency time due to increased synchrony of spawning among
capelin. The above would effect the broad scale horizontal spatial distribution of
mature capelin within the puffin breeding season. In addition. capelin can
become unavailable due to changes in vertical distribution (e.g. replacement of
beach spawning with oft' beach spawning). Assuming an adequate capelin
spawning stock biomass and successful spawning in the previous year, the
availability of 1'iJ1'OIJP capelin near shore may wetI be a reliabte alternative to
mature capelin during periods when their availability inShore is low. However, the
abundance of 1-group capelin depends on successful spawning and rec:ruitment
from the previous year. If the capelin spawning stock biomass were severely
compromised or reauitment from the previous year was a failure for some other
reason. the option to provision chicks with 1'iJroup capelin in the relative absence
of adult capelin would not exist. However, at least during the early 1990's, 1-
group capelin appear to have dominated the ne~ton and were widely distributed
inshore and on the northeast shetf although not as abundant on the Grand Banks,
offshore from Great Island (Anderson & Dalley 1997a,b).
A study comparing Atlantic Puffin breeding success on Great Island,
Witless Bay with that on Funk and Small Islands conduded that the greater
breeding success of Funk and Small Islands was due to the absence of heavy
gUll kleptoparasitism on Incoming adult puffins observed on Great Island
(Nettleship 1972). Food conditions were assumed to be simiiar for all three
colonies_ While it is possible that food conditions were then, and are at other
times similar for these three cdonies, this study shows that in the absenCe of
corroboI'ative contemporaneous data, the assumption is untenable. Falsely
assuming homOgeneOus diets while investigating variables confounded by diet
could result in spurious results.
The data I have pcesented do not support. the pnwiousIy held assumption
of homogeneity ofAtlantic Puffin nestling diets along the flOl'1heast coast of
insular Newfoundland. VVhik! the diets of puffin nestlings on 8accaIieu Island
were dominated by mature capelin the diets of nestlings on Small and Funk
Islands 'Nefe more variabte and composed of a more diverse suite of prey items.
This finding is important for the interpretation of other ecokIgical data which are
potentially confounded by difrerenc:es in the diets of puffin nestlings at these
colonies. In addition, these data suggest differences in the foraging regimes
experienced by Attantic Puffins breeding at the major pufYin colonies which
suggest parallels with three major pelagic regimes delineated by recent broad-
scale pelagic surveys along the northeast coast of insular Newfoundland and
southem labrador (Anderson and Dalley 1997a).
A four-fo'd dif'rerence in magnitude between biA40ad energy content on
Funk IsLand in 1994 when the principal contents were 1-group capelin and Small
Island in 1995 when the principal contents were post-larval ~roup sandlanc::e
suggests that when adult capelin are relatively absent from puffin nestling diet the
quality of altemative diets 0" the coast of insular Newfoundland may be sensitive
to 1) the presence of a spawning biomass of sandlance. 2) oceanographic
conditions conducive to the any spawning and/or rapid devetopmenI of Q..group
sandlance, 3) successful recruitment of capelin from the prev;ous year to provide
an abundance of 1-group capelin in the current year and/or 4) proximity to waters
with sufficient biomass of miscellaneous nekton to sustain the lOcal population of
''''
central place foragers during the nestling season. It would seem that puffins on
Funk Istand in the early 19905 ha...e benefited at ...arious times from all of the
abo...e. In the event of inadequate avarlability of capeltn to meet nest1ing needs,
colonies inshore (Small Island) and to the south (Baccalieu Island and the Witless
Bay Islands) may be more sensitive to the .....ilabitity of sandlance.
Appendix 2.1 Pf09Ol'bonal~of1~c:apelininbill-ioadlioollededfrom
Atlantie Putlifl$ pl'OVisioning nestlings on Baccalieu. Fl.W1k a-ld Small
l~~ 1992 and 1995
1-group cspelin
....... F'nlportjon("4)
"""'
-
"'Woo< """"" ..... N '-
.....~ ......
~~... r$land
,." 7 23$-2"2 Aug 23·211
". 2"3-2"9 Aug 29-Sep5
". 250·256 Sep6·11
"
201-207 Jul1li1·25 ..
" "
32
"208_21" Jul27-31 ..
"
, . ,
215-221 Aug"-II ,.
"
,
"
,
=·220 Aulll0-12
"
23 2 , 2
220·'" Aug lli1-23
"
, , , ,
236·2"2 Aug 2.. -211
"
2 , . ,
20f3-2"9 Aug30-Se96
"
, , , ,
208-21" JuI211-29 23
" "
22
"229·235 Auo;22-23
" " "
,.
"236-2"2 Aug2"'~
" "
, ,. .
Funlr.lslMld
'''''
, AugIl-l0
215-221 Aug7-1l
'"
.. .. 72 ..
222-2211 Aug10-11 n
" " " "
=·220 Aug 12 - 16
215_221 Aug6-11
" "222-2211 ""', 22
,
SrNII~
",.
, 222-226 Aug 11 -16 ",
"
7 20 ,
, 220·'"
""'''
,
" " " "
=·220 Aug 13_15 ..
229-235 Aug 1li1-20 23
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AppendIx 2.2 Propor'tiof\lI!~ 01 adUlt sancIance in bill-lo8d:l colleded
from Atlantic Puffres provisioning nes"ings on a.cc.1ieu. Fur*. and
Smalllsl.-..:ls~ 1992 ancIl995.
Adutt Sandlance
...IIlUn Proportion(%)
-. -afW..... c.ncs.daIot$ N Frequency Mas.~~
Bacalieuraland
'99' 7 236-2.2 Aug23·28
"
0 0 0
·
2.3-2.9 Aug 29·s.p S
"
0 0 0
, 250-258 5ep6·11
" " "
25
201 -207 Jul19_26 50 ,
" "
28
2011·21. Jul27-31 .. ,. ,.
"
..
21$-221 Aug.-'
" " " " "222-228 Aug 10- 12 ,. 5 . . .
220- 235 Aug 19-n
"
0 0 0 0
23l5-2.2 Aug24·211
"
0 0 0 0
243-2.9 Aug30-_a
"
2 3 5 5
208·21. Jul28-29 23
229-235 Aug 22-23
"236-2.2 Aug 2.-25 ,.
F.... ls&8nd
"'2 5 Augll-ID
215-221 Aug 7-1 ..
222-228 Aug 10·11 n
".. 5 222-228 AUfI'2·1a
215-221 Aug6-8
"222-2211 ...... 22
"""',.....
,...
·
222-2211 Aug 11 .1a ,..
·
220-235 ..... .. .
222-2211 Aug 13-15 ..
229-2~ A"8 19 - 2O 23
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Appendix 2.3 Proportionalrepreset'Uliond~~~inbill~
collected fI'Om P1.II'ins pmv;:sioning nestlings on a.cearieu. Funk
and SInalI Islands between 1992 Met 1995.
()..group sanc:ti8nce (larval)
ProponiorI(%)
..-.
eoo.. ........ N
'-
Mou
""""""" """"
"'- ~-
~'Nnd
,,,, , 236·242 Aug23·2a
"
0 0
• 243·249 Aug 2g. s.p 5 " " "• 250·256 Sep&-a "
0 0
201 ·207 Jul19.2& 56
208·214 Jul27_31 ..
215·221 Aug"'-a
"222-728 Aug 10-12 35
229·235 Aug1t-23
"236-242 Aug2"'·2a
"2"'3-249 AugJO.S.p&
"
208_214 Jul28-29 23
229-235 Aug 22-23
"236-2"'2 Aug 2"'-25 ,.
F..... 's:..d
""
·
222-728 Aug adO 56
"
215·221 Aug7.a 50 . , ..
222-728 Aog10_11 n
" "
80
,,,.
• 222 ·228 Aug 12_18 50
215-221 Auga_a
'"
20
222-728
...... ' 22
,.
...... ,.....
,,,.
·
222-228 Aug 11-1f1 ",
"
.
"
.
·
229-235
...... "
.
" "
83
"
222-228 Aug13_15
"
'" - 235 AVII 19-20 23
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Appendix 2.. Proportion.-' reptesent8to, d postlarval C).group sancII.-,ce in bill-lo.a$
collected from At~tie Puffins provisioning nestlings on Bacealieu, Funk
and SffilIlIlllands 1992 and 1995.
D-gtoup sandlance (post\afVal)
~l%)
,....
OMes $ampling NF~Ma55Occu'nrnceEnefvy
ofWeeIl c..Iendw"....
_......
1992 7 23&-242
• 243·249
9 250- 256
20' -207
208-2'4
215-221
222-22.
229·235
236-242
243-249
Aug23·28 17
Aug 29- Sep5 10
Sep6-8 17
JulI9·2& 56
Jul27·31 4e
Aug"-8 HI
Aug 10-12 35
Aug 19-23 12
Aug2"-28 47
Aug 30- Sep6 42
208-214 Jul28·29 23
22ll-235 Aug 22 -23
"236·242 Aug 24-25
"
Fy,nkiliand
"., , 222-228 Aug8-IO
215-221 Aug7-1l 50
222 - 228 Aug 10-11 n
"..
, Aug 12 -18
215-221 Aug8·8 ..
"
.. .. ..
222-228 ..... 22 76
"
..
"
.....,-
"..
, 222 -228 ""'11-16 ".
, ,
. 22ll-235 Aug 18 . 50
"
222 -228 A~13·'5 ..
" "
..
"229-235 A~19-20 23 ..
"
",. ..
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Appendix 2.5 Pn::lportionaI...-utionofSlic:haeidlinblll-lo8dsCDIIected
from Allnic Puffins ptOVisioning ne51lings on Bacealieu. Funk
and Srnallillands~ 1m and 1995.
Sti<:haeKls
..-. Profro'tion(%J
-.
-
"Woe>< .,.,.......... N
'-
...., O«unon<e ......
238· 242 Aug 23 - 28
"
0 0
243-249 Aug 29 _sep 5
"
,.
'"250-256 sepe.8
"
,.
"
201 -207 Jul19-2&
'" "
,.
208·2'4 Jul27_:n .. ,.
"215-221 Aug4-8
"
0 0
222-228 Aug 10.12
"
0 0
229- 235 Aug 19-23
"
0 0
23(1-242 Aug24-28
"
, 2
243-24' Aug 30- sepe
" "
1
208-214 Jul2S-2i 23
"
52
229·235 Aug 22 - 23
"
0 0
238-242 Aug 24-25 ,. 0 0
Aug8·10
215-221 Aug7-lS
"
,.
222 -22S Aug 10_'1 n 39
222 - 226 Aug 12-18
215-221 Aug6-S .. 1
'"222-228 Au, 9 22
"
21
"""',.......
,... , 222 -226 Aug11.1f1
'"
..
". 229-235
.... "
.
"
.,
222 - 226 ""'13-15 ..
" "229-235 Aug "-20 23 2 .
'56
Appendix 2.6 PrcIportionIIl~tAColtidaeinbill4oadscollecl:ecl
from Atlantic Putlinl prnvisioning nestlings on Bacallieu. Funk
and Smalllsla-1ds~ 1992 *"ld 1995.
Ccltidae
P'r'opcrir)n("AoJ
,.-
-.
---
N
'-
.... ~-.,
ol_ e--_
~Is/.end
,,,. , 236-242 Aug 23-28
". 243-249 Aug29-Sep :5
", 25O-25lS Sf:p&-'
"
201 ·207 Jul19-28
" "208 -214 Jul27-31 .. 2
215-221 Aug4_&
"
0
222 -22& Augl0-T2
"
0
229-2~ Aug 19-23
"
0
236·242 Aug 24_28
"
.
243-249 AuoiI30-SepS ., 2
208-214 Jul28-2t 23 29
" " "229-2~ Aug 22-23
"
0 0 0 0
236·242 Aug24-25
"
0 0 0 0
Funk Island
,,,. , AugB.10
215-221 Aug7-a ,. ..
222·228 Aug 10-11 n
"
222 -228 Aug 12· 1&
215-221 AugS-' ..
222-22' ..." 22
SmoO,.....
",. , 222·228 Aug 11 -1& '09
". 229 - 235 ...,,, . ,.
222·228 Aug 13.15 ..
229-2~ Aug 19-20 23
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Awendix2.7 Prop:lrtionaIrepntSoWltation~()-g'OupHerringinbill~c:ollected
from Atlantic Puflinl pl"OYfsiOning nestlingl 00 Baccalieu, Funk
and SlNilllsiands~ 1992 and 1995.
e>-grou<> Herring
F'ropor1ion("lloI
......
_.
---
N
'-
..... ""'-"- .....,
~-
0.__
~ls&lind
""
, 236-242 Aug 23-28
" " ". 243-249 Aug 29 - Stp 5
"
0 0
, 250-255 SoI98-8
"
0 0
lOt -207 Jul19_25 56
208·214 Jul27_31 ..
215·221 Aug4-8
"222·228 Aug 10-12
"229·235 Aug 19-23
"236-242 Aug 24-28
"243_249 AugXl-Stp6 .,
208-214 Jul28-29 23
229-235 Aug22·23
"238-242 Aug 24-25
"
FUr*lsland
""
, Aug8-1D
215-221 Aug7-8 50
"'·228 ""010-11 TO
",. , 222-228 Aug 12-16
215-221 Aug6-11 ..
222-221!1
.... '
"
...... ,.....
",. , "'·228 Aug 11_16
"" " " " ". 229-235
.... " .
,
"
50
"
""
"'·228 Aug 13- 15 ..
229·235 AUSl19·20 23
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Appendix 2.8 ProportioNl represoent.ion of jtNenile W'hite Hake in bill-lo.cts collected
from AU8r'ltie Puffins provisioning nestlings on B8ce8lieu. Funk
a"Id SmallliNnds between 1992 and 1995.
JUYef'1ie'v'Yhite Hake
~(%)J.-
o.res s"lTI9ling N F~ Mass Occun'enoe Energy
ofw-l< ~o.Ies
-.. .....
""
, 236·242 q23-28
". 243-249 Aug 29-Se95
", 250-256 Sepe-8
"
201 ·207 Jul1g-2&
"
,
2Ol!I-21" JulV-31 .. 0
215-221 Aug"-8
"
0
222 ·228 Aug10-12
"
0
229 ·235 Aug 19-23
"
0
2315·242 Aug24-28
"
.
243-2"9 AUlIJO·SepI5
" "
2Ol!I-214 .Jul215-29 23
229·235 "",,22-23
"23l5_242 Aug24-25 ..
Funklslancl
""
S AUlI8-10
215-221 AuQ7-8 .. 22
222·228 Aug10-11 n
"
Aug 12-16
215-221 Aug6.11
'"222-228
-""
22
..... ,....
,,,. S 222·228 Aug 11_18 '09
6 229·235 ...... 6
222-228 A"0 13 • 15 ..
229-235 Aug 19_20 23
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AppendjJ( 2.9 ProportionIII~ofAgonicSae in bi1l4oads coIleded
from Atl.mie Puffins provisiOrling nestlings on Bac::calieu. Funk
and Snwllls~ber-n 1992 anet 1995.
......
v•• Wee!< OrMes s.np;ng N F~ Mass~ Enefvy
ofw-tt t:aIenAr~
~lsland
1992 7 23IIl-242
8 243-249
9 250-2515
201 -207
20&-21.
215-221
222 ·22&
229· 23S
236-242
243-249
Aug23-2S 17
Aug 29-S.-p 5 10
Soaop&-8 17
Jul19-28 515
Jul27-31 48
Aug 4·8 19
Aug 10· 12 35
Aug 19-23 12
Aug24-2a 47
Aug30-SoaopI5 42
208·21. Jul2a.2t 23 22
229 - 23> Aug 22-23
"
,
236-242 Aug24-25
"
,
Funlr.lsland
,,,, , Aug8.10
215-221 Aug7-8 50
222 - 228 Aug10·11 n
222 - 228 Aug 12- 18
215-221 A...gIS·8
"222·228 .... 22
.....,-
"..
, 222 -228 Aug 11·11S ",.
6 229 - 23> ... " 6
222-228 Aug 13-15 ..
229-23> Aug 19·20 23
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~2.10 Proportional r~ofUpltris59. inbil~oofleded
from Att.'ltie Puff..,. proviSiOrring nestlings on Baccalieu. Funk
and SlMIII~betwaefl 1992~ 1995.
LipariS &p.
PnlportiorI(%)
...-.
o.te$ ~ N Frequency MM.$ ~en..n
ofWMa c..ncs. UIn
Bac:c:IlieuI~
"'"
7 236-242 -'Ug23-28
"
·
243-249 Aug 29-5ep 5
", 250-256 Sep&·8
"
201 -207 Jul 1i-28 58
20&-214 Jul27-31 ..
215-221 A.ug4-8 ,.
222-221!1 Aug 10-12 ,.
229· 235 Au; 1i-23 72
236-242 Aug 24-28
"243-24i Aug 30- &ep8
"
208- 214 Jul28-29 23
229-235 Aug 22-23
"236-242 Aug 24 - 25
"
FU'1kI$l«ad
"'"
·
222-228 Aug8-10 23
215·221 Aug1-8 SO
222- 22l!1 AUi10-11 n
,... • 222-228 AUi 12-1&
215-221 Aug&-8 ..
222·228 ..... 22
..... ,....
,... • 222 ·228 Auglt.1& ,..
·
229·235 ...... .
222 -228 Aug 13· 1$
"22i-235 AUi'i·20 23
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Appendix 2.11 Pn:lportionaI~dS(JJidinbill-lo8dscollecled
from Atlantic PYffins provisiooflg nestlings on 8ac:c:aIieu. Funk
and Small .......~ 1992 and 1995.
_.......
'''''
, 236·2.2 Au;23-2a
". 2.3-249 Au;2i·$ep5
", 250·256 $epa-a
"
201-207 Jul19_2e
"2oe- 21. Ju117·31 ..
215-221 Aug"-Il
"222-22& Au; 10-12 35
229-235 Aug 19-23
"236-2.2 Aug2.-21l .,
243-249 Aug JO-SecI fi
"
208-214 Jul28-N 23
229 -235 Au; 22-23
"236-242 Au; 24 -25
"
F.......sIand
'''''
S A4lg&.10
"
215-221 Au;7·a 50 .
222-228 Aug 10·11 n
"
Au; 12· 1& 50
215-221 Au;&·a
'"222-22&
..." 22
Smalisiaocl
""
S 222-22& Aug11"&
'"6 229-235 ...,,, .
222 ·228 Aug 13-15
"229-235 Aug 19·20 23
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Appendix 2.12 Proportional represerution ~~s in bill-4oads collected
from AtlantiC Puffins provisioning nestlings on Baecalieu. Funk
and Small ISlands~ 1992lW'1d 1995.
Crustacea
F>ro9ottion(%}
Juli8n
o.les s.mp;ng N Frequency Mess OccuI"eflGe Ene'VY
oI~ c."""'da\a
6acI;alieulWnd
"..,
, 236·242 """,23-28
", 243-249 "ug29·Sep 5
". 250-2545 Sefl6-6
"
201-207 Jul19-26 ..
"208-214 Jul27-31 .. ..
215-221 Aug 4 -8
"
0
222 - 228 """,10·12 ,. 0
229-235 "ug19-23
"
0
236-242 "ug24-28
"
0
243-249 "ug30-Sep6
"
,
208-214 Jul28-29
"
,.
229 - 235 "ug22-23
"
0
236·242 Aug 24-25
"
0
Funkl$l-.d
''''
, 222 - 228 Aug8_10
215-221 Aug7-8
" "222 -228 "ugl0_11 n
"
"ugt2-16
215-221 "ugfl-8 ..
222·228 ..... 22
Smalll$~
"..
, 222-228 "ug11_16 ,..
, 229-235 "ug18 6
222 -228 "ug13-t5 ..
229-235 Aug 19-20
"
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Appendix 4.1 AU8ntic Puffin nestling body mass (g) and wing4ength (em)
measurements from Baccalieu. Funk and Small Islands during 1992 -
1995.
(6) sse~
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Appendix 4.2 Truncated data sets of Atlantic Puffin nestting body mass (g)
and wing.1ength (em) measurements from Baccalieu. Funk and Small
Islands during 1992 - 1995 used as input for anatysis of coveriance.
(6) SSBVII
167
Appendix ".3 Residuals from en anatysis of covel'i8nce on Atlantic Puffin
nestling body mess (g) and wing-length (em) plotted against the quantiles
of a standard normal distribution.
'"~
PUBISI
n9!I"""e8 ~un::l news
'69
Appendix 4.41 Residuais frOm an analysis of COV..-..ce on AOentic Puffin
nestling body mass (g) and wing·length (em) plotted against the
independent valiable from the same variable (tog of nestling wing-length).
17'
Appendix •.5 Residuals from an analysis of covari8noe on Attantic Puffin
nestling body mass (g) and wing.lenglh (em) plotted against the predided
values from the same analysis
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Appenclix4l.6 Sumona-y of measurements of puffin nestling wing-fength (em)
and body mass (g) including longitudinal data
Nestling wing length (em) Nestling body mass (g)
"'"
N
-
SO .., ..... N -, SO Min ....
B.eeel.ulsMutd
"'"
JON
·
, .... 26
"
,
"
.. SO
"
, 33 33 33 ,
" " "
" "
»., ,..
" " "
.. 10.5 ..
"
" "
31.1 '.1 26
" "
11.3
"
~
"2
" ·
33.' 22
" " ·
..., 10.2 ..
",.
·
.. 1.'
'" " ·
...• 10.1 .. ..
" "
.... ..•
" " "
".1 ,.
"
..
" "
33.2 '.1
" " "
..., "'.. ~ ",
" "
31.• '.1 23 ..
"
70.3 HI.•
"
..
"
22 37.2 ..,
"
.. 23 .... 37.6 .. ,..
22
·
37.3 ...
" '" ·
100.' ..., ..
'"23 23 .. 15.9
"
18
"
UIU
"
.. ,~
"
1 U.I .2
" "
1 137.3 37.1 80 '80
" ·
'"~ 13.7
" " ·
"-. .... ~ ,..
26
"
'U 16.1 ,.
"
.. 1n.• 61 .• SO ,."
21
'" "
20.9
" " '"
,,,.
"
..
'"
" "
.... 19.3
"
.. ,. 123.1 71.2
" ".30
"
•18 23.•
"
..
"
1M.1 81.6 ..
'"
" "
..., 19.2
" " "
21'" ...,
"
320
A...~ ,
"
.., 22.' ,.
'" "
"3.' 81 ..
'", ,. ..., 23.2
"
.. ,.
""
85.2 110 ".
· "
10.1 26.' 29 ". "
2".2
"
1.
'"1 .. .... 27.5 ,. m .. ,., 87.2
" '"
·
,
".2 1•.•
" ".
, 2ft 57.•
'"
,.,
23
"
125.7 "'., n
'" "
3U.7 53.2 ,.. ...
" "
120.3
"
81
'"
,. 330.2 .3.2 26' ,.,
26 , 127.2 14.6 '02
'"
·
,.... • g.3
".
,..
21
"
121.1 22'
" '" "
331.2 .9.9
'"
,.,
"
1 122.4 "., SO
'"
1 317.7 ,.
'"
..,
" "
137.• .
'" '"
,. ...
'"
,..
'"Seplember , , 112.. 37.6 ..
'"
, 213.• 82
'" '"2
·
131.' 10.2
'" '"
·
32'.' 11.7
'" '"
· ·
1•.2 1•.6
'" '" ·
210.' 28.6
'" '"
· · '"
23.6 ..
'"
·
327.3 80.' 21.
'"1 , ,,,. 10.8
".
,.. , 320.2 .9.3 282 ...
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Appenclix"'.6 Surmwyot~otpulfinnestling~(aYl)
(continued) and body mass (gl including longitudinal cs..
Nestling wng length (em) Nestling body mass (g)
eo, N
-
SO ....
-
N
-
SO .... ....
BKRI~""IMlI(COfltil'IuIIdI
J""
"
2 20 ... 27 29 2 .. , .. ..
.. 2 .... ,.. 20
" ·
su
" "
06
27
"
".. '.2
" " "
7... .. 50
"20
"
.. 10.S 20 50
"
130.3 42.1
" ".27
·
." 13.3 27 ..
·
113.1 49.4
"
27.
" "
41.' 11.5 30 ,.
"
1'*5.1 47.S
"
2"
29 , ".7 ",
'"
57 , '50 47.8
'"
,eo
" "
57.' 18.2
"
..
"
,....
".2
"
290
...,.-
· "
7... 20 29 ". "
207.7 61_8 ,. ,..
7 20 ... 2S.8 20
'"
20 27.. 15.1 .. ,..
"
, M.' 19.2 70
'"
,
".7 06.2
'"
'07
"
, 103.1 17.8
" ".
,
"'.. ....
"" '"
"
7 120.' 10.2 '00
'"
7 "'.7 37.9
'" ".23 .. 135.1 n.s ,.. .., .. • 1.' "'.. 20' .22
" '"
12'1.1 20 .. ,..
'"
...., 51.1 "7 ".
"
,. ,....
'.7 ".
,..
"
310.a 31.4 270 ,..
30
" '"
. '20 '50
"
)l1.a 57.1 290 ...
.....- 2
·
127.1 zo., 50
'"
·
3'4.3 70.7
''''
...
, , 121.1 37.S ..
'"
, ..... "'.2 ". '70
• .. 130.1 2S.9 06 .., .. zou 50 ". 332
·
2
'"
...
'"
,.. 2 ....
"
2,. 30'
7 , "1.3 ".,
" '"
, au 69.6
'" ".,,.. JON 27
·
.... 2S.15
" " ·
1..... 74.1 .. 222
" "
..... 23.1 20 "2
"
200 70.8 50
""29 .. 12 22.' 20 07 .. ' ••1
"
n 320
........
"
23 12'1.' 23.' ..
'"
23 ..... ..
"'2 ,..
" "
,.... 23.'
"
'50
"
"'.. .... 2"
'".........
''''''
August 20 41.3 18.5 22 00 20 1301.1 61.9
"
30'
20 ".2 19.t
" "
20 ".. 70.'
,.
'"
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Appencb: 4.6 ~almeatntnerUaIpuffin nntlWtg~ (em)
(oonlinued) ~ body mass (g) induding Iongitucfir'wl data
Nestling wing length (an) Nestling body mass ('II
eo,
F"" ...ncllcontinuMll
""
August 7 32 .1.1 17.7 27 ..
"
1.... "9.3 .. ,..
. . ,. 32.'
"
'03 . ,.. .... .. ,..
" "
n.7 15.1 32 .. 27 ...., ,...
'" '"
"
3D 11." 17.7 3D ,.. 3D ..... ".7 70
'"..,..-
" "
• U 2..... 27
"" "
....7 n.'
" "'.
"
. .... 18."
" '"
. ..... ....
'" ""
" "
.U ".7
" '" "
...., 75.9 .. 350
..... 7 30 ou 22.,
" '" "
..u "..
'"
,.,
. 3D '7.2 "..
" '"
3D ..... 115.8
" '"Snwll ......ncl
,... A_,
"
35 13.' "..
"
'OS
"
...., 71.6 .. ,..
" '"
n.7 21.1
"
'3D
'"
21'" 70.'
" '"
" "
.... 30.7
" ". "
241.' lUI n
"'.August
" "
.. ".7
" '" "
..... ..., .. ,,,
" " '"
18.1
" '" "
"'., 55 ,.. 305
" "
121.1 15.6 ..
'" "
325.' .. 235
'"
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Appendix •.7 s...wm.ryr:#tl'IMSISementsdputrin nestling~(cm)
and body mIISS (gl used in the -*Ysis 01~ reported
in~.
Nestlingwinglength(cm) Nestling body mass (gl
eo, N
-
SO
"'" -
Baccalieulsland
,..,
"" "
, ,.
'" '"
,.. ,,. ,..
"
, 55 55 55 ". '00 '00
'"
·
.. '''''-7
" "
..... 4Ul ". '"
" ·
'U 15.1 ..
" '"
42.1 ,, ".
"
, 00 00 00 2M
'"
'50
30 3 13 3.' 79
"
... ,,, m
""
"
,
'U .. 03 .. 251.• 38.' ".
305A_. ,
·
'<.7 1"".4 03 .. ... 50.' 205 ".3
·
'U 15.2 ..
"
uo.• 03
'" ".
· "
..., ..
"
,.. ...., eo.,
""
38.
,
"
00 11.2 03
'"
"'.. 37.9 ,eo
'"
· ·
".. T.'
" "
... 23.5
'"
20Cl
"
,
" "
T7
'"
U .. .... ,,,
""
"
, M.' 13.4
" '"
302.5 00.'
'"
....
'"
,
'" "" '"
... ".".
"
3 00 75 ,,, "".3
'"
350
"
,
". '" '" '"
339 339
-- ·
, 00 .. ..
"" ". '"
"" '"
, .. 50 50 ". ".
,,.
"
, It .. .. .n
'" ".
" ·
.... ,..
"
.. ". ".,
,,,
'".. , 50 '-' .. 57 lU.S ... m ,..
" ·
M.' ,.. 03
" '"
21.6 230 on
- ·
, .. 12.3
" '"
••u .... m 303
,
·
.... 21.3 50
'"
_.
50.' ". 3"
"
3 .. 1a.1
'" '"
'OT 45.3 ". ...
"
, M' >2
" ""
... 30.'
''''
320
"
, ,.. 0 ".
,..
'"
,..
'" ".
" ·
.. 21.7 00
'"
uu ....
'" ""
-
, , .. 50 50 ,.. ". '553 ,
" " "
'00 '00 ,eo, 3
"
03 13 117.1
""
m
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Appet'dix •.7 SurTwNryat~af~l1nIIing~(on)
(continued) and body mass (g) used in the.-wlyais at cov.nance reported
inChlIpter.
Nestling wing length (on) Nestling body mass (g)
eo,
N
-
SO ... ....
-
SO ... ....
_......
,...
....
"
, ,.
" "
.., >22 ..,
" "
.., 15.5
" ""
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